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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Runway incursions1 and other surface incidents2 are significant threats to aviation safety and
efficiency. While the number of near mid-air collisions has remained relatively steady since
1995, runway incursions have steadily increased. It is no surprise that "nearly all runway
incursions are caused by human errof' (FAA, 1998 Airport Surface Operations Safety Action
Plan, p. 1). While the opportunities for equipment malfunctions to cause such problems are
relatively rare, the opportunities for human error are abundant. The proximity and number of
aircraft in the terminal environment, combined with the complexity of operations and the
requirement for split-second timing, conspire to make the airport surface and proximal airspace
extremely unforgiving of pilot and controller errors.

Several studies have been conducted to examine the causes of these incidents and to identify
solutions to the underlying problems. This report presents a review of the literature in two parts.
The first is an examination of research on the causes of human errors involved in operations on
the airport surface and other critical operations under the control of air traffic control towers
(ATCT). This literature is reviewed to identify "shortfalls" in the tower and potential remedies;
this report does not attempt to address training, procedures, work schedules, airport markings,
etc. The second part of this examines previous efforts at system integration in the tower and the
criteria that were used in these efforts.

The second half of this documentdescribes the results of an analysis of safety data - operational
errors and deviations, reportssubmitted by tower controllersand pilots on surface incidents to
the AviationSafetyReportingSystem (ASRS), and NationalTransportationSafety Board
(NTSB) reports of accidents and incidents - in light of the conclusions and recommendations
presented in the reviewed literature.

The resultsof the analysis of safetydata were consistentwiththe resultsof previouswork. The
most common factors contributing to controller errors in the tower were:

• Forgetting about an aircraft, theclosureof a runway, a vehicle on the runway, and/ora
clearance that he/she had issued.

Communication errors - readback/hearback errors, issuing wrong instruction or issuing
instruction to wrong aircraft.

Lack of, or incomplete, coordination between controllers.

A runway incursion isdefined as "any occurrence at an airport involving an aircraft, vehicle, person, or objecton
the ground that creates acollision hazard or results in loss of separation with an aircraft taking off, intending to take
off, landing orintending to land" (FAA, November, 1999, p.G-4).

A surface incident isdefined as "any event where unauthorized orunapproved movements occurs within the
movementarea oranoccurrence in the movementarea associated withtheoperation of anaircraft thataffectsor
couldaffect the safetyof flight" (Ibid., p. G-4).
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An additional factor identified in the literature, absence of a supervisor (who was not working a
control position), is supported by the data, but warrants further study. In manycases, it was the
supervisor (or controller-in-charge) that prevented a bad situation from getting much worse.

The tower "shortfalls" that this study points to are the need to prevent, and mitigate the
consequences of, errors due to: failures of controller memory, miscommunications
between pilots and controllers, failures of coordination among controllers, failure of
controllers to accurately project separation between aircraft. This could be accomplished
in a number of ways. Some of which include:

• Improved surveillance and monitoring equipment (e.g., ASDE-X, AMASS, runway status
lights, loops). Peripherally included in this is that pilots and/or controllers need a means
of determining whether an aircraft is clear of the runway.

• Better memory aids for controllers (and more consistent use of memory aids).

• Improved means ofcontroller-pilotcommunication (to reduce frequency congestion,
eliminate blocked transmissions, and reduce the probability of an aircraft accepting a
clearance intended for another aircraft).

• Improved means to facilitate coordination among controllers - this could be
accomplished by a variety of means, such as shared displays, improved means of voice
communication, and changes in procedure. The most appropriate means needs to be
determined by the coordination required.

In addition, the following recommendations resulted from the analysis:

• Revise the method for investigating, collecting information, and recording information on
controller operational errors and deviations so that it is more consistent and useful in
determining the causes and potential remedies to incidents.

• Survey towers for "homemade" memory aids, runway incursion prevention mechanisms,
and other unique facility inventions (such as a bar code mechanism to record delay times)
so that the effects of these aids can be studied and the information can be disseminated to

all towers.

• Provide support to towers to expedite the acquisition of needed equipment or other
resources.

• Encourage individual towers to perform theirown"risk analysis" identifying significant
factors in their own incidents (e.g., where on the airport surface the incidence are taking
place, the type ofaircraft operators involved [helicopter, GA, military], etc.), and identify
what can be done (markings,procedures, pilot education, etc.) to prevent future
occurrences andprovide the resources to assisttowers in theseanalyses andremedies.

• Improve airport signage and markings, particularly the conspicuity of"hold short" points.



1. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

Runway incursions^ and other surface incidents4 are significant threats toaviation safety and
efficiency. As can be seen in Figure 1, while the number of reported near mid-air collisions has
remained relatively steady since 1995, the number of reported runway incursions has steadily
increased. While it is impossible to know how much of this increase might be due to an
increased awareness of the problem and increased willingness to report incursions, it is clear that
runway incursions require intervention.
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Figure 1. Reported Runway Incursions and Pilot Reported Near Mid-Air Collisions

It is no surprise that "nearly all runway incursions are caused by human error" (FAA, 1998
Airport Surface Operations Safety Action Plan, p. 1). While the opportunities forequipment
malfunctions to cause such problemsare relatively rare, the opportunities for human error are

Arunway incursion is defined as "any occurrence at an airport involving an aircraft, vehicle, person, orobject on
the ground that creates a collision hazard or results in loss of separation with an aircraft taking off, intending totake
off, landing or intending to land" (FAA, November, 1999, p. G-4).

A surface incident isdefined as"any event where unauthorized or unapproved movements occurs within the
movement area or an occurrence in the movement area associated with the operation of an aircraft that affects or
could affect the safety of flight" (Ibid., p. G-4).



abundant. The proximity and number of aircraft in the terminalenvironment, combined with the
complexityof operations and the requirementfor split-second timing,conspire to make the
airport surface and proximal airspace extremely unforgiving of pilot and controller errors.

The purposes of this paper were to provide a comprehensive review of relevant literature and to
analyze current safety data; this information was used to identify "shortfalls" in the FAA air
traffic control towers (ATCT) and potential remedies for these shortfalls. Several studies have
been conducted to examine the causes of these incidents and to identify solutions to the
underlying problems. This literature was reviewed in two parts. The first is an examination of
research on the causes of human errors involved in operations on the airport surface and other
critical operations under the control of ATCTs. The scope of this report excluded: training,
procedures, work schedules, airport markings, etc; in short, it was not intended to address
anything outside of the tower. The second part of this review looks specifically at work done on
systems integration in the tower. As new systems are implementedin the tower to provide more
useful information to controllers, the need for integration increases with the amount and
complexityof the new information. Yet, the questionsaboutspecificallywhich displays should
be integrated, and how they should be integrated, remain unanswered. This part of the literature
review examined previous efforts at system integration in the tower and the criteria that were
used in these efforts.

The second half of this document describes the results of an analysis of safety data - operational
errors and deviations, reports submitted by tower controllers and pilots on surface incidents to
the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS), and NationalTransportation Safety Board
(NTSB) reports of accidents and incidents - in light of the conclusions and recommendations
presented in the reviewed literature.



2. RESEARCH ON SURFACE INCIDENTS

Several studies have examined the causes of runway incursions and other surface incidents and
sought to identify solutions to the underlying problems. Thesestudies will beexamined in
chronological order.

2.1 THE FIRST STUDY OF RUNWAY INCURSIONS

Thefirstcomprehensive studyof runway incursions wasbegun in 1978 when thenumber of
reported number of accidents andincidents on theairport surface in thepastten years was only
279. Bellatoni and Kodis (1981) examined 161 ASRS reports, 77 NTSB accidents, and49 ATC
system errors and interviewed tower personnel from theNew England, Great Lakes, and Western
Regions (each of these regions hadconducted theirown, unpublished, studies of runway
incursions). Interviews withtowerpersonnel revealed that runway andtaxiway transgressions
were much more frequent thanformal reporting systems indicated, in part,dueto the time and
effort involved in thereporting process. The ASRS andNTSB reports examined contained 166
"runway transgressions," this included runway incursions andothersurface incidents. Five
percent of these transgressions were attributable to "airport, equipment, andother" and95
percentwereattributable to humanerror (p. 71). Of the latter, roughly 50 percent were
attributable to pilot errors and 50 percent were attributable to controller errors. The most
prominent types of errors in runwaytransgressions were pilots proceeding without a clearance
andcontrollers issuingconflicting clearances. While such statisticsare easy to understand, they
do little more than satisfyour apparent need to identify the party "at fault." In order to be able to
take corrective actionto preventsuch errors, the natureof the errors andthe factors associated
with the errors must be understood. The report concluded with a recommendation for the
construction of a more detailed data base from which a more fruitful study of the causes of
runway incursions could be based.

2.2 NTSB SPECIAL INVESTIGATION

In 1986, the National Transportation Safety Board issued a Special Investigation Report
(NTSB/SIR-86/01) after investigating 26 runway incursions. The purpose of this investigation
was to "investigate selected runway incursions to determine their underlying causes and to
recommend appropriate remedial actions" (p. 1). For the purposes of the study, "runway
incursion" was defined as "any occurrence involving an aircraft, vehicle, person, object or
procedure that impedes the takeoff, intended takeoff, landingor intended landingof an aircraft"
(p. 1). The FAA had identified 65 percent of these incursions as attributable to controller error
and 35 percentto piloterror. However, the SafetyBoard acknowledged that in manyof the
incursions,both pilot and controller behaviors were involved and that "many of the incursions
classified as operational errors couldhavebeen prevented by properaction bythepilots
involved" (p. 34).

Most (65 percent) of the incursions that had been attributed to controller errors resulted from the
actions of individual controllers and35 percent of these errors resulted from "incomplete or
misunderstood coordination between twocontrollers." The largest single category of controller



errors (identified in 44 percent of the incursions attributed to controller error)wasthatcontrollers
"hadforgotten about an aircraft or about previously effected coordination with the other
controllers" (p.2). In terms of causal factors, the"primary controller-related factors identified in
the runway incursion special investigation were forgetting aircraft and lack oforincomplete
coordination between controllers" (p. 15). Forty-four percent of the incursions thattheFAA had
attributed to controller error involved the controller forgetting something significant, e.g., the
presence of aircraft on a runway, theclosure of a runway, or a clearance that he/she hadissued.

The experience level of thecontrollers involved was notidentified asa causal factor, controllers
of all experience levels were involved in the incursions studied. However, thecontrollers with
the most experience were acting inasupervisory (supervisor orcontroller-in-charge) role atthe
time ofthe incident and were usually working control positions simultaneously. "In almost all of
the runway incursions classified asoperational errors, the supervisor either was not in the tower
cab orwas working at least one control position" (p. 35). The report also states which "A lack of
controller and/or supervisory redundancy in the tower cab isafactor common to many
controller-induced runway incursions" (p. 35). This points to the need for increased redundancy
in the tower. Clearly an "extra set ofeyes" can go a long way toward providing the necessary
oversight to prevent operational errors in the tower.

Lack of, or incomplete, coordination between local and ground controllers was asignificant
factor in 66 percent ofthe incidents attributed to controller error. "Several ofthe runway
incursions classified asoperational error could have been prevented if there had been more
complete communication and coordination between the ground and local controllers" (p. 35).
Nootherfactors, were determined to be significant causal factors, in fact, "mostincidents
occurred inlow traffic and under conditions ofexcellent visibility" (p. 34). It should benoted,
however, that this does not mean that complex traffic situations orvisibility are not important
factors indetermining the probability of anincident oraccident. Todetermine this, one would
need toknow the incident rate for the various conditions (poor visibility, complex traffic, etc.).
This would require, for example, comparing the number ofincidents inpoor visibility asa
function of thenumber of operations in poorvisibility to thenumber of incidents thatoccurin
good visibility asa function of thenumber ofoperations in good visibility. Such analysis was
not found in the literature.

Ofthe35percent of the incursions classified bytheFAA as due to piloterror, allof them were
attributable to a pilot entering, crossing, or takingoff from a runwaywithouta clearance. In
"several" of these instances, runway andtaxiway signs were "missing or inadequate." In "at
leasttwo[ofthenine] instances, pilotsdidnotcomply withcontroller clearances which the pilots
had acknowledged receiving" (p. 2). These runway incursions "usuallyinvolvedeither
communication problems, such as misunderstanding clearances, or inadvertent entryof a runway
becauseof disorientation" (p. 12).

As a result of this special investigation, the NTSB submitted several recommendations to the
FAA. To address the problems associated with controller memory failure, there was a
recommendation to "Establish an ad hoc task force, includingcontroller and human performance
expertise, to develop effective memory aids that would reduce incidents of air traffic controllers
forgetting traffic, and to incorporate a description of these memory aids and how they should be



used in .. .controller training..." (A-86-32). This recommendation was classified as "closed -
acceptable action" with the publication of the FAA pamphlet "Controller's Memory Manual - A
Self-Help Guide."

The only NTSB recommendationcontained in this report that identifies equipment needed in the
tower speaks to the problem of controllers forgetting about vehicleson an activerunway. This
recommendation is to "Develop a mechanical/aural/visual (or combination thereof) alert device
and require its use by localand groundcontrollers to coordinate their activities when a vehicle
has been cleared to operateon the active duty runwayfor an extended period such as in snow
removal operations" (A-85-15).

While memory aidsare useful, we must recognize the fact that humanmemory is a fallible
system. Memory will fail at times,no matterhowexperienced, well-trained, motivated, or
conscientious an individual is; it is this fallibility that well-designed automated tools can and
should be implemented to offset.

Finally, thereis therecommendation to "Revise thecurrenttower training curriculum at the ATC
Academy to includemore emphasison practical standardized"hand-on" tower trainingdynamic
laboratory and simulation facilities (A-86-30). While a tower simulatorwould be of obvioususe
in training, much of the trainingof tower controllers is necessarily "on-the-job"due to airport
specificoperations. Furthermore, sinceit is impossible to train humanerrorout of a system, it is
also necessary to invest in tools and other mechanisms that controllers can use to alert them to
their own oversights and pilot errors.

23 MITRE'S ANALYSES OF RUNWAY INCURSIONS DUE TO ATC

OPERATIONAL ERRORS

The MITRE Corporationhas conducted two analyses of runway incursions that resulted from
operational errors. The first study (Bales, Gilligan, and King, 1989) examined all runway
incursions in 1985 and 1986 that resulted from an operational error and either occurred at a
major airport or involved a commercial air carrier. The second study (Steinbacher, 1991)
examined 109 runway incursions that occurred between January 1987 and October 1989 due to
operational errors. Since the results of the two studies were nearly identical, they will be
examined together. Most of the incidents occurred in daylight and good weather. Weather was
considered to be a factor in 5 percent of the incidents in the 1989 study; in the 1991 study, "no
report explicitly identified weather as a factor." With respect to controller workload,
"complexity" was listed as less than average at the time of the incident in 35 percent of the
incursions, as averagein 29 percent of the cases and above average in 36 percent of the reports.
The significant causal factors found in both of these studies were attributed to the controller's:

• 'Tailure to verify the locationof the aircraft or vehicle" (identified in 37 percent of the
incidents in the 1991 study).

Forgetting aboutan aircraft, an instruction, the traffic or runway situation (34percent).



• Failure to anticipate the required separation or miscalculation of the impedingseparation
(19 percent).

• Failure to coordinatewith anothercontroller (13 percent).

• Communication errors - readback/hearback errors, issuing wrong instruction or issuing
instruction to wrong aircraft (11 percent).

• Supervisor working a position orengaged in activities other than directly supervising
staff (9 percent).

Thesolutions to theseincidents thatwere proffered by both reports were:

• Installation of ASDE-3 and AMASS (Airport Movement Area Safety System).

• Electronic flight strips.

• Development of a voice recognition system to monitor keywords in transmissions and
compare responses to detect errors.

• Development of a tool thatwill helpcontrollers toensure separation and will alert
controllersto a potential loss in separation.

2.4 ANALYSIS OF SURFACE INCIDENTS AT 12AIRPORTS BY ALARIS, CO.
INC. (1992)

Thisstudyanalyzed 235 "surface incidents" thatoccurred at the 12selected airports (Atlanta,
Boston, Cincinatti, Denver, Dallas/Ft.Worth, New York - JFK, LosAngeles, Chicago O'Hare,
Pittsburgh, Phoenix, SanAntonio, andSeattle) between 1988-1990. Fifty-five percentof these
incidents were pilotdeviations, 26 percent were operational errors/deviations, 17percentwere
vehicle/pedestrian deviations and2 percent were incident reports from NTSB files. Halfof the
235surface incidents were classified as runway incursions. Of these, 49 percent were attributed
to controlleroperational errors, 32 percentwerepilot deviations, and 19percentwere vehicle/
pedestrian deviations. Unfortunately, the usefulness of this report is limitedfor two reasons.
First, since the purpose of this study was to look for patterns in these incidents at the individual
airports, the results were not consolidated to identify overall patterns. Second, the analysis of the
human errors (i.e., pilot deviations and operational errors/deviations)consisted solely of a
classification of the type of error (e.g., pilot crossed an activerunwayrather than holding short as
instructed); it did not attempt to identify the factors that contributedto the errors or information
or tools that could have prevented the errors.

2.5 MITRE'S PILOT SURFACE INCIDENT SAFETY STUDY (1993)

Kelly and Steinbacher (1993) analyzed 75 reports submitted by pilots to the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) and their subsequent "structured call backs" (post-report telephone
interviews). Although the study was cockpit-oriented and focused on factors that affect pilot



performance, it does contain one recommendation that points to a tower "shortfall." The analysis
showed that "radio frequency congestion contributed to numerous incidents" (p. 4-3) and
resulted in blocked transmissions, incomplete messages, repeated communications, and
misunderstood instructions. The report recommended that the FAA "develop means other than
radio voice communications for exchanging information between pilots and controllers" (p. xii).
This was deemed a necessity because "at many major airports and other facilities with high
traffic volume, radio communication is approaching its limits of effectiveness as a mode for
transferring information between pilots and controllers"(p. 4-4). This finding was strongly
confirmedby controllerand pilotopinionin extensive surveys of towercontrollers (Kellyand
Jacobs, 1998)and airlinepilotson airportsurface operations (Adam, Kelly, andSteinbacher,
1994; Adam and Kelly, 1996). These later reports also speak to the same "shortfall" in
controller-pilot communications as mentioned in the studyof ASRSreports:

'The survey findings show this interface to be one of the weakestparts of the
airport surfacesystem. Surface operations havechangedmarkedly in the recent
years as ATC has accommodated more and more traffic. The voice
communication that worked effectively with less traffic is now strained to the
breaking point during peak traffic periods. At these times, the controllers cannot
communicate with the pilots in the wayATC-pilot communication was designed
to work. The original design intentionally included safety measures such as
proper timing and readbacks, which are now being dropped so that more ATC
instructions can be crowded onto the frequencies at busy times. Yet these are the
very times when the consequences of errors may be more critical, and safety
measures are needed the most. The complexity of some current operation means
that any breakdown of the ATC-pilot interface can be critical to safety. The
potential for such breakdown is now greater than ever" (p. 7-10).

2.6 STUDIES OF TOWER CONTROLLER-PILOT VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

It should be noted that the above findings and recommendations were based on controller and
pilot opinion and ASRS reports - not data based on frequency of occurrence (i.e., incidence
data). However, incidence data from studies of tower-pilot voice communications also support
these conclusions. While controller-pilotcommunications are surprisingly accurate (with only
one percent of the controller transmissions resulting in readback errors), the opportunities for
problems are numerous due, in part, to the sheer number of communications. Radio frequencies
in the terminal environment are far more congested than those in the en route environment.
While en route controllers averagedless than two controller-to-pilot communicationsper minute
(Cardosi, 1993)groundcontrollers averaged eightcontroller-pilot communications per minute
(Burki-Cohen, 1995). The average for local controllers was three (Cardosi, 1994) and TRACON
was 4.5 per minute (Cardosi, Brett, and Han, 1996). These numbers are now seven yearsold and
so represent conservativeestimatesof today's communication activity. Perhaps becauseof the
frequency congestion, 27percent ofthelocal controllers' transmissions and33percent of the
ground controllers' transmissions were responded to bypilots with onlyan acknowledgement
(e.g., "roger"); anadditional 7 percent of thelocal control transmissions were responded towith
onlya mike click. Twenty-eight percent of thecontrollers' messages on the local control
frequencies and32 percent on ground control were responded to with a full readback. This is



dramatically lower than the 71 percent of the controllers' transmissions en route and 60 percent
of the TRACON controllers' transmissions that were fully readback. This same series of studies
also revealed that the factor most consistent with miscommunications, i.e., readback errors and
pilot requests for repeats, is similar call signs on the same frequency. This was a coincident
factorin 12percent of the miscommunications on the local control (tower) frequencies, 6 percent
in the TRACON environment, and 4 percent of the miscommunications in the en route
environment.. These incident data pointto the sametypes of problems identified by pilotsin the
MITRE survey of pilots andto the MITRE identified "urgent needto both improve thecurrent
voice communication system andfindotherreliable andtimely means for exchanging
information critical to thesafeandefficient flow of surface traffic" (p.7-11).

2.7 SURVEY OF TOWER CONTROLLERS ON AIRPORT SURFACE
OPERATIONS: THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF RUNWAY
INCURSIONS

Kelly and Jacobs (1998) conducted anextensive survey of 1111 controllers and managers at63
Level 3,4 and 5 towers and asked for their opinions on avariety ofdifferent topics5. The results
identifiedfive areasfor consideration of towerimprovements:

•

•

Stoplights on runways activated by surface surveillance systems.

Improvements to ASDE-3:

- Tag the targets with the aircraft ID.
- Reduce the number of false targets.
- Reduce the interference caused by rain.

• Relief from radio frequency congestion.

• Relieffrom tower cab features that interfere withthecontrollers' scanof the airport
surface.

- Placement of displays on top of the consoles obstructs vision.
- Inadequate tower shades hindercontrollers' ability to see the airport surface.

• Improving the use of "memory aids."

2.7.1 Stop Lights on Runways

Controllers were asked the extent to which stop lights that were automatically activated by
surface surveillance systems would reduce the risk of surface incidents. Twenty-one percent of
the respondents had no opinion (perhaps they were wisely waiting for data). Of those who
expressed an opinion, only 11 percent thought that they would have no effect. Thirty percent
thought that they would have a significant effect on reducing surface incidents, with the
remainderanticipating that they wouldhavea moderate (27 percent) or slight (31 percent) effect.

^Two thousand four hundred and nine questionnaires were distributed, 1111 were completed and returned.



Controllers were much less enthusiastic about the suggestion of stop lights operated by
controllers, largely due to the concern for increasedcontroller workload.

2.7.2 Improvements to ASDE-3

Most of the controllers at towers that had ASDE-3 said it was useful in controlling surface
traffic. Seventy percent of the controllers atLevel 5 towers with ASDE-3 rated itsusefulness as
"significant" and said it was "very reliable." Note that this is not actually a measure ofthe
reliability ofASDE-3, but rather it isa measure ofitsperceived reliability (which is directly
related to thecontrollers' tendency to trust and use it). Eighty-five percent of these controllers
thought it would beuseful toadd aircraft identification information displayed onASDE-3 (i.e.,
tagged targets) and 63 percent ofthem thought that it would beuseful toadd conflict detection
capability to ASDE-3. The report recommended that theFAA pursue these improvements to
ASDE-3 anddetermine thesuitability of "low-cost ASDE-like radarsystems (such as ASDE-X)
for airports that are not scheduled to receive ASDE-3."

2.7.3 Frequency Congestion

The results of thecontrollers' survey echoed those of thepilots' survey on the subject of
frequency congestion. Thirteen percent of the controllers surveyed and 19percent of the
controllers from Level 5 towers said that frequency congestion was a "significant" risk factor for
surface incidents. Anadditional 37 percent saidthat it wasa "moderate" risk factor. Onlyfour
percent saidthatit was nota factor. Nineteen percent of therespondents and29percent of the
controllers from Level5 towerssaid that an "inabilityto accessthe frequency whenneeded"was
experienced "often" andanadditional 40 percent (44percent of Level 5) saidthatthiswas
"sometimes" experienced. Only25 percent of theLevel 5 towercontrollers saidthatan inability
to access the frequency when needed rarely occurred.

Interestingly, when controllers wereasked to describe pilotphraseology that is associated with a
risk of surfaceincidents, they cited "abbreviated or incomplete readbacks," and"using
microphone clicks as a substitute for verbal readbacks." In fact, 71 percent of the comments
offeredwerecriticalof incomplete readbacks. [Thisfigure was derivedfrom the raw data in the
appendices and is not contained in the actual report.] Analysisof ATC tapes revealed that, on
local control frequencies, seven percent of the controllers' transmissionswere responded to with
only a mike click (Cardosi, 1994). While this lets the controller know that "somebody got
something," it does not afford any opportunity to catch a communication error. It is certainly the
case that full readbacks are the safest pilot response as they at least provide the opportunity for a
communication error to be caught before it results in a surface incident. However, studies of
controller-pilot voice communications have shown that only 28 percent of the local controllers'
transmissions, and 33 percent of the ground controllers' transmissions, result in a full readback
(Cardosi, 1994; Burki-Cohen, 1995). If pilots tried to respond to each transmission with a
complete readback, the resulting increase in frequency congestion would be intolerable at busy
facilities (p. 7-32).

Twenty-six percent of the respondents and 32 percentof the controllers from Level 5 towers said
that there was a "significant" risk of surface incidents associated with a stuck mike. An



additional 38 percent of the controllers said that there was a "moderate" risk associated with a
stuckmike. Roughly halfof the respondents and 62 percent of the controllers from Level 5
facilities said that transmissions were "stepped-on" "often." Forty percent of the respondents
and 56 percent of the controllers from Level 5 facilities said that "blocked readbacks" were
experienced "often." The reportrecommended that the FAAimplement theuseof anti-stuck
microphone andantiblocking radio technology forall ATC ground radios andthe radios of all
aircraft operating in the ATCsystem (p. 7-30).

It should benoted that while these controller opinions are not a substitute for incidence data (i.e.,
how often something happens), they provide a subjective assessment ofthe severity ofthe
problem. For the few cases in which we do have incidence data, we see that controllers tend to
overestimate theiroccurrence. Forexample, 16percent of the controllers believed that readback
errors occurred "often" and 55 percent said that they occur "sometimes." Only 28 percent were
"correct" in saying that they occur "rarely," since studies have shown that less than 1percent of
controller transmissions result in a readback error (Cardosi, 1994; Burki-Cohen, 1995). This
does not detract from the potential severity ofthe consequences ofa single readback orhearback
error.

2.7.4 Tower Cab Features that Interfere with the Controllers' Scan of the Airport
Surface

Controllers were asked about features of the tower cab that interfere with the visual scan of the
airport. Two hundred forty-two controllers answered this open-ended question with some
controllers listing more than one factor in their response. The report gave no analysis of these
responses, only examples ofthem. The following information was derived from reanalyzing the
original data contained in the appendices. Some of the responses were outside the scope ofthe
question and pertained toeither obstructions outside of thetower cab, or the position or height of
the tower. Ofthe pertinent responses, there were threedistinct categories: tower structures,
placement of tower equipment and monitors, and problems with thewindows/shades. Thirty-
seven percent of the respondents mentioned non-movable (ornot easily movable) tower
structures such as support beams, consoles, window frames, etc., as obstructions to their view of
theairport surface. Thirty percent mentioned movable equipment and displays, most notably
monitors placed on topof the consoles. Interestingly, 11 percent of therespondents mentioned
problems withthe windows and/orshades. Mostof the responses in thiscategory referred to
shades thatdidnot work, did notcover enough of the window, or were inadequate in someother
way; a few referred to dirty windows.

"Roll up/pull down see though"shades ... are a hassle to operate,provide
two additional surfaces to collect fingerprints, dust and grime, and once
they've been rolled up and down a few dozen times they become creased
and display semi-opaque wear spots. The sensation of working with full
blinds is about as comfortable as working with the windows covered with
budget trash can liners..." (p. C-217-218).

"Constant problems with window shades interfere with controller's ability
to pay attention to traffic (won't latch, fly up unexpectedly, etc.)" (p. C-
215).
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While we don't normally think of inadequate window shadesas an "obstruction" to the
controllers' view of critical information, the fact that so many of the respondents volunteered it
asananswer to this question clearly suggests that controllers consider this to be a problem. New
technologies thatcould become effective replacements fortower shades continue to develop. At
the present, they would probably only beconsidered (because of thecost) in new towers that are
being built. (SeeAppendix B for a fulldiscussion of this issue.)

2.7.5 Memory Aids

An area identified in thereport that is peripherally related toneeded tower improvements is the
controllers' reliance on memory for important information. We havealready seen that the
controller forgetting critical information has been a cause of many surface incidents. Yet, many
controllers are relying on their (fallible) memory as their only tools for remembering that aircraft
have beenclearedto land, clearedto takeoff,or cleared to position and hold. Whenaskedwhich
memory aids they use to remember thatanaircraft had been cleared fortake off, themost
common response was"depend mostly on mymemory." Thiswasthe second mostcommon
response when asked how they remember that an aircraft had been cleared to land and cleared to
position and hold. Themost common method cited bycontrollers forhelping them to remember
that an aircraft had been cleared to land was to write the information down on a sheet of paper.
The mostcommoncue for an aircraftclearedto position and holdwas to offest ("cock") the
flight strip. In summary, thememory aidsused, if anyvaried from facility to facility andfrom
controllerto controller. The recommendation contained in the report is for the FAA to develop
and standardize memory aids (suchas specificusesof flight strips,placards,runwayintrusion
lights.) for towercontrollers to be usedforcontrol functions such as taxi intoposition andhold,
intersection takeoffs cleared to land, cleared to takeoff, and closed runways (p. 7-36).

2.8 STUDIES OF CONTROLLER ACTIVITIES IN THE TOWER

Therehavebeen two majorstudiessponsored by the FAAon ATCtower activities. The first
(Schmeidlerand D' Avanzo, 1994) was conductedto support the development of staffing
standards for tower cabs. The activities of tower controllers were observed, logged, and
classified into "work elements" such as "look out of cab," "look at BRITE," "look inside cab."
Radio transmissions were analyzed for number (count), duration, and content (e.g., clearance,
pushback, position and hold). Traffic complexity was acknowledged as an important component
of workload but there was no census among the members of the Terminal Staffing Standards
Team on how to define or measure "complexity." However, they did identify factors that serve
to complicate work in the tower cabs" (p. 35). The factors identified by the team were the
following:

• Number of usable hard surface runways.

• Total usable surface runway length.

• Longest single hard surface runway length.

• Number of usable taxiways.

U



Number of crossing runways.

Number of converging runways.

Number of Instrument Landing Systems.

International traffic.

Terminal type - VFR, Limited radar, Radar, Nonradar, or TRACAB.

Ratioof total annual primary instrument operations to total annual airport operations.

Most recent total annual airport operations.

Practical Annual Capacity.

Airspace restrictions (TCA, ARSA, none).

Number of aircraft based at the airport.

Percent of total annual airport operationsthat are heavy aircraft.

Percent of total annual airport operationsthat are helicopter.

Visibility.

Wind speed (p. 36).

While this work contains useful information on the tasks that tower controllers perform, it falls
short of the analysis of information requirements that would be necessary to provide the
foundation for display integration. For example, while the number of times that the controllers
looked out the window or at the BRITE display were counted, the information that the
controllers used (i.e., the reason for looking at the BRITE or out the window) was not
considered.

Another study (Bruce, 1996) examined the physical actions of controllers at six towers (Austin,
Memphis, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Teterboro). The movements of
controllers in the cab were recorded along with the displays and controls they used and how
much time was spent using each of them. The purpose of the study was to define the mobility
requirements for tower controllers to determine whether handicapped individuals could be
assignedto towers. Many of the findings of this study point to the need for adherenceto basic
humanfactors principles of workspacedesign. For example, if the towers examined had been
ergonomically designed(e.g., to accommodate the fifth percentilefemale), there wouldn't be the
need for controllers who are 5 ft. tall and under to use a stool or climb on the console to monitor
an aircraft pushback. A related finding was the movement required of controllers to obtain
information from various partsof the tower. They noted that "There are differences by position
and by facility, but in general, wecanconclude thatcontrollers cross someareaof floor space an
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average of three times per minute" (p 30). They found that "on average,controllersmove to use
a piece of equipment approximately seventimesper minute,or onceevery8-9seconds" (p. 31)
and that "...numerous tasksrequire physical repositioning becauseneeded information and
equipment interactions cannot be accomplished within theenvelope of reach foronework
position" (p. 37). This alone suggests theneed forconsolidation of the present systems. With
the addition of newsubsystems, theneedfor system integration becomes more critical.

While it wasnot in the scope of theBruce (1996) studyto examine the information requirements
of tower controllers, the results do include the time that ground and local controllers spent
looking outside the window and ateach ofthe displays in the tower. The time spent on specific
activities varied by airport. However, on average:

Local controllers spent:

38 percent of their time looking out the window,
22 percent looking at the BRITE display,
16percent of their time interacting with (looking at, writing on, passing to

another controller, etc.) individual flight strips, and
5 percent of their time at the flight strip bay.

Ground controllers spent an average of:

47 percent of theirtime lookingout the window,
22 percent interacting with individual flight strips,
11 percent of their time at the flight strip bay, and
2 percent of the timelookingat the BRITEdisplay.

Interestingly, these resultsare verysimilarto thoseof an unpublished study(Grossberg, 1995)
that took similar measurements at three other towers (Baltimore, Dulles, and National). They
found that local controllers at those towers spent an average of 70 percent of their time looking
out the window and at the BRITE, and an additional 21 percent of their time with flight progress
strips. The ground controllers observed spent over 50 percent of their time viewing the airport
surface (out the window and on the BRITE) and 30 percent of their time looking at the strips.

While these results are useful, an analysis of information requirements is still needed. Both
studies addressed how long controllers spent looking at the various displays; however, the focus
of the Bruce (1996) study was to determine controller's physical requirements, not the
information requirements. Similarly, the purpose of the measures taken in the Grossberg (1995)
study was to assess the impact of a new system on controller workload and situation awareness.
For the purposes of consolidating displays and developing tools for controllers, the question of
what information the controllersare lookingfor when they look at the display is as importantas
how long the controllers find it necessary to look at a display. While this type of "cognitive task
analysis" has been done for the en route environment (e.g., Human Technology,Inc., 1990), no
published reports of this type of study could be found for the tower.
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2.9 AIRPORT SURFACE OPERATIONS SAFETY ACTION PLAN TO PREVENT
RUNWAY INCURSIONS AND IMPROVE OPERATIONS

TheFederal Aviation Administration's 1998 Airport Surface Operations Safety Action Plan to
Prevent Runway Incursions and Improve Operations was drafted indirect support of the
Administrator's goal to reduce runway incursions by 15 percent ofthe 1997 level by the year
2000. (FAA, 1998). The plan identified five major goals under the overall goal to reduce
runway incursions. These goals were the following (FAA, 1998, p.2):

• To improve strategic planning, datacollection andanalysis, human resources
management andstakeholder participation - through enhancements in internal
management, revised guidance andprocedures, better data collection andanalysis
capability, progress on human resource issues, and partnership with stakeholders.

• To seek improvements in pilot/controller communications, pilot and crew training, and
in-cockpit techniques by addressing frequency congestion and voice delivery issues,
ensuring pilot ground safety awareness training, addressing cockpit procedures and intra-
cockpit communication issues, conducting aircraft lighting research, and improving
aircraft conspicuity.

• To provide controllers with enhanced capabilities, tools, and techniques - by completing
Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE) and Airport Movement Area Safety
System (AMASS) installations and pursuing cost-effective alternatives for mid-sized and
smaller airports; by continuing research and development on data fusion technology,
multi-lateration, and othersensors; andbyaddressing controller human resource needs
through training and human factors initiatives.

• Toseek improvements in airport surface facilities, design, and operations - through
enhancements in airport surface navigation aids; use ofobjective methods to determine
theadequacy ofexisting aids andservices; improvements in aircraft positioning
technique; and through communication of lessons learned.

• To improve communications with the aviation community to enhance incursion
awareness- by highlighting incursion problem areas to create awareness and seek
solutions; conducting an airport surface safetyawareness campaign; andimproving
dissemination of safety-related information."

As a result of thestudies described above, andotherefforts, several improvements have been
madeover the years. For example, the need for reliableandconspicuous airport markings (i.e.,
runway crossings and holdshort lines)has receivedconsiderable attention resultingin improved
signage and markings at many airports. Also, pilots are now required to readback all "hold
short"instructions as wellas clearances for take-offor landing. However, despite the progress
madein these areas, the rate of runway incursions to total numberof operationshas not
decreased. There were 292 runway incursions reported in 1997 and 322 in 1998 (FAA, April
1999). With 66.2 million operations in 1998, the rate of runway incursions was 4.91. In 1999
(January - November), there were 295 runway incursions and 59.2 million operations for a
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runway incursion rate of 4.96 (FAA, November 1999). The numberof surfaceincidents (which
includes runway incursions and potential runway incursions) has also increased. The numberof
surface incidents recorded from January to Novemberwas 774 in 1998and 959 surface incidents
reported in 1999. It is possible thatincreased awareness has resulted in anincrease in the
reporting of these incidents over the years. However, there is nothing that suggests that the
threat to aviation safetyposed by runway incursions is on the decline.

2.10 RUNWAY INCURSION JOINT SAFETY ANALYSIS TEAM (JSAT)

The most recent analysis of pilot and controller errors in airport operations, prior to thepresent
study, was conducted bytheRunway Incursion Joint Safety Analysis Team (JSAT) In its
Results and Analysis report (August 11,2000), theJSAT, sponsored bytheCommercial
Aviation Safety Team (CAST) and the General Aviation Joint Steering Committee (GAJSC),
reports on theresults of their detailed examination of:

• 5 NTSB "blue book" accident reports.

• 26 additional NTSB reportsof runway incursion accidents at non-towered airports.

• 49 operational errors that occurred between 1997and 1998.

• 12 pilot deviations that occurredbetween 1997and 1998.

• 123proprietary reports of pilot deviations from airline data bases.

While there is some commonalityof purpose in the JSAT study and the current one, there are
severaldifferences that distinguish the two. First, whereas the JSAT sampledNTSB, operational
errorreports and reportsof pilot deviations, the presentstudyanalyzedmore recentand a greater
number of these incidents. Second, the JSAT did not consider ASRS reports in their analyses.
Third, while the focus of the JSAT work was to lead to recommendations to prevent runway
incursions at towered and non-towered airports alike, the focus of the present analysis was
towered airports. Fourth, the unique aspect of the JSAT analysis was the information acquired
from proprietary airline data bases. The largest volume of data, and the most useful information,
examined by the JSAT came from reports from pilots and accident investigators submitted by
proprietary airline databases. These data bases contained 665 reports from 1994 - 1999.
However, only 123 were judged to be relevant and to contain sufficient detail for analysis.

Causal factors were examined in the analysis process, but not detailed in the results. The
contributing factors were described as follows:

• "Lossof situational awareness by controllers and/orpilots was the maincausalfactor in
manyof the incidents reviewed" (p. 29).

• "Inadequate and/or confusing ATC procedures have contributed to surface incidents and
runway incursions" (p.30).
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• "Several accidents/incidents resulted from inadequate or misunderstood clearances
between ATC andthe flight crew, including phraseology, readback andhearback
problems" (p. 36).

• "Several incidents identified combined controller positions and controllers simulcasting
asfactors inreducing pilot situational awareness orcreating confusion" (p. 36).

• Itstates that atleast one FAA study concluded that there isa "strong correlation between
teamwork, ormore precisely a lack ofteamwork, and the occurrence ofoperational
errors" (p.35,but no reference is provided).

• With respect to pilot procedures, complying with standard operating procedures (SOPs)
was stressed as important as well as developing procedures for ground operations where
none exist.

The recommendations from the report fell into the following categories:

• Air traffic controller andpilot training.

• Training/techniques/technology to increase pilotandcontroller situational awareness.

• Improving ATCandflightdeckprocedures.

• Improved technology in the areas of:

- Enhanced surveillance.

- Cockpit heads-up displays and moving map displays.
- Aircraft lighting.
- Airport lighting.

• Crew resource management for flight crews and controllers.

• Improved equipment and procedures for pilot-controller voicecommunications and
implementation of data-link

• Improved data collection techniques.

• Exploration of issues relatedto ATCsupervision, airportcapacityandrunwayincursion
prevention awareness.

The report recognized that improvements are needed in the communication realm:

"One of the weakest areas of the modern aviation is the industry's
continued reliance on a relatively archaic method of communicating
information, specifically via one-at-a-time radio transmissions. These
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transmissions are rather frequently garbled, "stepped-on", blocked,and
otherwise difficult, if not impossible, to understand" (p.36).

Therecommendations regarding towercommunications concerned wider useof datalinkand
technology thatwould allow thecombination ofcontroller positions without simulcasting to
aircraft on different frequencies. The otherrecommendations in the report thatspecifically
address improvements to the tower are the following:

• FAA shall provide new technology tools forenhanced surveillance information and
conflict detection.

• Air traffic service providers shall install surfacesurveillance systems.

• Airtraffic service providers should provide airport surface surveillance equipment with
conflict alertingcapability at all air trafficcontrol towers.

(p.33)

It is currently the role of the Joint Safety Implementation Team (JSIT) toimplement the
recommendations. AsofSeptember 2000, this work is in progress and expected tocontinue at
least through spring of 2001.

2.11 AN INDEPENDENT STUDY OF AMASS/ASTA BENEFITS

Although almost 10years old,An Independent Study ofAMASS/ASTA Benefits (Skaliotis, 1991)
is as valuable now as it waswhen it waspublished. It is an independent and unbiased analysis of
theprojected benefits of theAirport Movement AreaSafety System (AMASS), Airport Surface
Traffic Automation (ASTA) and "low tech" solutions (such as markings, signs, lights and
education). The analysiswas intended to be preliminaryin nature, and refined as the acquisition
and implementation of these systemsprogressed. (Whilebenefits studieshave beenconducted
for individual programs, no other "big picture" analyses were found in the literature.) The report
details projected benefits in terms of safety, efficiency, and savings in delays and aircraft
operating costs. It estimated that the total ten yearexpectedsafety loseswere $120to $210
million from runway incursion accidents. It estimated that between 57 and 74 percent of this
could be prevented by all planned system elements. The AMASS/ASTA share of the benefit
ranged from $34 to $93 million; lower technologyapproaches were estimated to save from $31
to $56 million. These data lend further support to the need for attention to low-technology
solutions as well as the development of improved surveillance and monitoring tools for
controllers.

Another interestingconclusion of this study was that the actual number of runway incursions
may be more predictive of where the next incursion or accident will occur than the incursion rate
(i.e., the numberof incursions per 100,000operations). The study foundthat the numberof
incursions wasnot wellcorrelated to the numberof operations. It suggested that local factors at
particular airports are more important than highoperations levels at determining theriskof an
accident/incident.
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3. STUDIES OF SYSTEM INTEGRATION

"Whatoftenhappens in the evolution of system designis a proliferation of
unintegratedsubsystems, each with its own unique interface... Integrating
separately developed components ...is oneof the biggesthuman factors
challenges facing the FAA...lack of integration intoexistingoperational and
technological contexts is an obstacle to improved usability andproductivity."

Cardosi and Murphy (1995) p. 228.

3.1 SYSTEM INTEGRATION

The towerenvironment is a humanfactors "posterchild" for the needfor systemintegration. It
is crucial, however, that the goalof the integration is to support thecontrollers' tasks,andnot
solely for thesakeof integration, or to savespace. Ideally, system integration would be based
solely on operational requirements. Thatis, theprimary goal of integrating displays andcontrols
should be to structure the controller's task to maximize efficiency and minimize the probability
of human error. A relatedgoal is to make the system"error tolerant," since somehumanerror is
inevitable, the systemneeds to be designed to be able to catch controllererrors and bring them to
the attention of the controller in time for the effects of the error to be mitigated. Because system
integration must, by definition, be system-specific, nothing in the existing literature can provide
a roadmap forsystem integration in the towertoday. Thecomponents of existing systems that
satisfythe controllers' information requirements needto be integrated with the controllers'
information requirements of the follow-on subsystemsto best determineif/how the displays (or
components of the displays) should be integrated. The goal of this integration should be to
support the controllers' tasks; this will help to minimizecontrollererror and increaseefficiency.
Despite the fact that work needs to be done to determine how today's (and tomorrow's) tower
displays should be integrated, the studies that have been done to date on system integration in the
tower are worth reviewing for the "lessons learned."

3.1.1 Air Traffic Control Towers Equipment/System Integration Study Conducted by

Transport Canada

The most comprehensive study of the integration of tower systems was conducted by Reynolds,
Last, Camp, Matthews, Kwan, and McDonald (1994) for Transport Canada. The aim of this
study was the "identification of operational requirements and assessment of present Human-
Machine Interface (HMI) with a view to equipment integration [in Canada]" (p. 5). The
subsystems that were considered for integration included the tower cab workstation, airport
lighting, Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE), Airport Terminal Information System
(ATIS), the communications systems, and others.

Manyof thesesubsystems (if not their functionality) werespecific to Canada. While a specific
mapping of thesystems to those used in towersin the U.S.is outside the scopeof this report, the
goals of the Canadian effort are the same as what we hope to achieve in the U.S. The six criteria
usedfor system integration in the 1994Canadian study arebroadly applicable; theyconsisted of
the following:
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1. Input/Output Devices - the integration of subsystems should result in the
reduction of display clutter and simplification of input devices without
compromising the operational environment. The number and complexity of input
devices and the number of operator actions required to access a particular piece of
information should be minimized.

2. Functional Requirements Specifications- subsystems should be integrated if this
will assist in meeting operational requirements.

3. Shared Data - subsystemsthat utilize common data should be integratedto
simplifythe interfaces and reduce the numberof communication paths.

4. Compatible Technology - subsystems that are basedon compatible technology
are bettercandidates for integration thansubsystems that arenot technologically
compatible.

5. Age - the functions performed by older subsystems may be candidates for
integration because equipment replacement can be justified, whereas the
integration of functions performed by new subsystems making new equipment
redundant may be more difficult to justify.

6. Space - the integration of subsystems in the tower should minimize space
requirements.

Whileit is interesting to considerthis effortat systemintegration, it is important to note that the
goal should not be solely to reduce clutter without compromising the operational environment.
Rather, the goal of system integration should be to enhance the operational environment. As the
amount and complexity of traffic increases, the need for displays that support the controller's
task, e.g., ones that decrease the likelihood ofcritical errors, becomes even more important.
Also, it is simply sound human factors practice to require that all of the information that a
controller needs to perform critical tasks is present and that minimum action is required to access
information that is frequently used. Furthermore, all subsystems should be designed and
integrated so that the controller does not need to enter the same data into more than one system.
A workstation with subsystems that are technologically incompatible can place an undue burden
on the user. Such incompatibility can result in distracting nuisances or require the controller to
choose between discrepant information.

3.1.2 System Integration Analysis for Future Tower Cab Configurations/Systems in the

U.S.

In 1978 a "tower-cab integration analysis" was conducted in the United States to identify issues
associated with the introduction of (the then) new systems into the tower cab (Hobbs, et al.,
1978). The existing tower cab environment was extensively studied, along with the
characteristicsof the systems to be introduced. For the purposes of this study, these "new"
systems were the following:
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• Airport Surface Detection Equipment - ASDE-3.

• Tower Airport Ground Surveillance System.

• Terminal Information Processing System.

• ARTS-2 and ARTS-3 Enhancements.

The motivation forintegrating thenew systems with theexisting systems was primarily one of
space; several ofthenew systems had large displays associated with them and the limited space
in the tower necessitated some consolidation. While the human factors aspects of this integration
were tobeexamined, they were clearly not the driving force of theintegration. In fact, theonly
human factors issues that were addressed were maintaining the controllers' abilities to: maintain
visual contact with aircraft, move about the cab as necessary, use the displays/controls from a
standing position and under thewide range of ambient lighting conditions inherent in tower
operations. The purpose of integration, asseen in this study, was to reduce controller workload
and to reduce thecrowding of theworkspace. These goals were seen as paramount to safely
increasing controller productivity.

TheHobbs, et al. (1978) report stated that"nobroadly applicable findings canbeestablished
through these efforts" (p. 18-2) in partbecause of the unique natureof each tower cab and airport
layout. Thiscaveatwill always be applicable to towerissues. Whilethespecific errorsthat are
most likely to be made at a given airport maybe airportspecific, the types of errors are
somewhat universal. Similarly, there are manytower-specific factors that needto be considered
in thedesign of individual towers, such as: thephysical layout of the airport surface, buildings on
andaroundthe airport surface,visualobstructions in and outsideof the towercab, etc.), runway
and taxiwayconfigurations, and localweatherpatterns(visibility, winds, etc.). However, the
type of information needed andhuman factors principles that should govern theintegration of
this information are generally applicable.

This series of three documents (Hobbs, et al., 1977; Clapp, et al., 1978; Hobbs, et al., 1978)
contains a thoughtful approach to system integration in the tower. While the details of the
suitability of these particular systems for system integration are outside the scope of this report,
they should be of interest to anyone charged with the task of system integration. The specific
recommendations contained in the documents, however, are out-dated and point to the need for
similar work to be conducted on today's systems with an eye toward the implementation of new
subsystems.
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4. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON SURFACE INCIDENTS

AND STUDIES OF SYSTEM INTEGRATION

The studies reviewed offer a consensus on the causes of surface incidents that occur as the result

of controller errors. The primary controller-related factors identified were:

• Forgetting about the presence of aircraft on a runway, the closure of a runway or a
clearance that he/she had issued (includes failure to verify the location of the aircraft).

• Failure to anticipate the required separation or miscalculation of the impending
separation.

• Communication errors - readback/hearback errors, or issuing an instruction other than the
one the controller intended to issue.

• Lack of, or incomplete, coordination between controllers.

• Absence of a supervisor (who was not working a control position).

The experience level of the controllers involved was not identified as a causal factor, as
controllers of all experience levels were involved in the incursions studied. However, the
controllers with the most experience were acting in a supervisory (supervisor or controller-in-
charge) role at the time of the incident and were usually working control positions
simultaneously. No other factors were determined to be significant causal factors.

All of these factors point to the need for increased redundancy in the tower. Clearly an "extra set
of eyes," whether they be human or electronic, (preferably with some analytic ability attached)
can go a long way toward providing the necessary oversight to prevent operational errors in the
tower. Memory (and to a lesser extent, judgment) will fail at times, no matter how experienced,
well-trained, motivated, or conscientious an individual is; it is this fallibility that well-designed
automated tools can, and should, be implemented to offset.

The need to both improve the current voice communication system and find other reliable and
timely means for exchanging information critical to the safe and efficient flow of surface traffic
has been demonstrated by both pilot and controller opinion (survey data) and objective measures
of voice communications. With most of the controllers at the busiest airports reporting that they
could not always access the frequency when needed which transmissions were often stepped-on,
the implications for the effect of the projected increases in air traffic are clear. While voice
communications are surprisingly accurate, the increasing volume and complexity of the traffic at
busy airports makes voice commumcations a tenuous safety link.

As the amount and complexity of traffic increases, the need for systems that support the
controller's task, e.g., ones that decrease the likelihood of critical errors, becomes even more
important. With more systems being introduced into the tower environment, the need for
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thoughtful integration of these systemsbecomesincreasinglycritical; a workstation with
subsystems that are technologically incompatible places an undue burden on the user and can
threaten safetyand efficiency. The needfor attention to systemintegration issuesin the tower
was evidentfrom the frequent movements neededby tower controllers to accomplish their tasks,
by the obstructions to controllers' vision of the airport surface created by multiple monitors on
the consoles, and by the steady stream of additions of new subsystems. Because system
integration must,by definition, be system-specific, nothing in the existing literature canprovide
a roadmap for system integration in the tower today. However, there are human factors
principles to guide the integration process.

The primary goal of integrating displays and controls should be to structure the controller's task
to maximize efficiencyand minimize the probability of humanerror. A relatedgoal is to make
the system"error-tolerant," that is, since humanerror is inevitable, the systemneeds as a whole
needs to be designed to catch errors and bring them to the attention of the controller in time to be
able to remedythe situation. All subsystems shouldbe designedand integrated so that the
controllerdoes not need to enter the same data into more than one system. Similarly,the
systems should not offer conflicting information (e.g., based on data from different sources).
Each sub-system needs to be examinedwithrespect to the information it requires (i.e., data-
entry), the information it displays, and the overlap, if any, with other systems. It is only through
such a holistic approach safety and efficiencycan be maximized.
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5. ANALYSIS OF SAFETY DATA

In order to determine whether the most recent safety data support the conclusions of previous
work, an extensive analysis of data was undertaken. The following safety data were examined:

• FAA reports of tower operational errors and deviations.

• NTSB accident and incident reports (and recommendationsto the FAA).

• Reports filed by towercontrollers to the AviationSafetyReportingSystem (ASRS).

• ASRS reports filed by pilots involving runway transgressions.

• FAA pilot deviations in tower airspace.

These accidentsand incidentswere analyzed in an attempt to determine the types of errors made
in the airportenvironment; to identifysignificant factors associated with these errors, and to
determine what improvements to the tower could help to preventor mitigatethese errors. As in
the previous section,a "runwayincursion" is definedas "any occurrence at an airport involving
an aircraft, vehicle, person,or object on the ground that createsa collisionhazard or results in
loss of separation with an aircrafttakingoff, intending to takeoff, landingor intendingto land"
(FAA, November, 1999,p. G-4); and a "surface incident" is definedas "any event where
unauthorized or unapproved movements occurswithin the movement areaor an occurrence in
the movementarea associatedwith the operationof an aircraft that affectsor could affect the
safety of flight" (Ibid., p. G-4). Again, the recommendationsoffered in this document were
intended to focus on identified tower "shortfalls" and not training, procedures or problems
peculiar to an individual facility. However, the same analysishad other applications: for
example, it was used to develop recommendations for the runway safety workshops and to
develop a booklet on runway incursion prevention for pilots and controllers.

5.1 OVERVIEW OF REVIEWED DATA BASES

There are several useful data bases contained in the National Aviation Safety Data Analysis
Center (NASDAC). Each has its own advantages and limitations. The data base as a whole is
extremely well designed and, in the hands of an experienced analyst, allows for quick and
informative searches and summaries. It is no less than amazing that analyses that five years ago
would have taken weeks (without this well-structured data base) can now be accomplished in
less than an hour. Nonetheless, such analyses can only be based on the information that is coded
into the system. Anything beyond this must be gleaned from other sources.

Some incident reports are more useful than others, from a human factors standpoint. It is not
enough to know what happened, we must also be able to discern why it happened; it is the causes
of the errors that point to the remedy. For example, a report may say that Aircraft 1 was cleared
to takeoff on Runway X and Aircraft 2 was cleared to land on intersecting Runway Y resulting in
a runway incursion. With this information alone, it is impossible to determine the nature of the
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error. Did the same controller issue both clearances and forgot that one had been issued? Was
there an unanticipated delay in a takeoff that went unnoticed by the controller? Did a controller
fail to coordinate a clearance with another controller?

Investigations of operational errors anddeviations describe what happened andattempt to
determine the underlying factors thatcontributed to theerrors. From an objective standpoint,
there areseveral concerns about these data. First, there is theperception thatnotevery
operational erroris reported and included in thedatabase. If thisis thecase,then thedatamay
be biased towards including some type of errors over others; this could affect what would
suggest effective remedies. A second concern is that the investigation is of a nature that may not
lend itselfto full disclosure on the partof the controllers involved or generate an interest in
preventing such errors. Thus, there may have been factors that contributed to the error that were
notidentified in the reports. Nonetheless, the reports of operational errors and deviations are
very useful. Theevents areinvestigated by a specialist from thefacility who is (orat least
should be) intimately familiar with theoperations at that facility and the reports contain a great
deal of information on the operational conditions at the time of the incident.

Thereports of pilotdeviations, usually filedby a controller, contain anextremely succinct
account of what happened. Thereports usually lack any detail as to why theincident occurred,
thus, their usefulness is extremely limited. Reportssubmitted to the ASRS, on the other hand,
are often very helpful inidentifying why certain errors happened, since thereporters often
include details that theywould be reluctant to report to investigative officials. However, ASRS
reports often lackcritical objective details. More importantly, since reporting is voluntary, this
data base cannot provide incidence data(that is, they cannot provide information on how often
something happens).

Reports of accidents andincidents investigated by the NTSB canvary from briefandsuccinct to
lengthy and detailed, depending on the extensiveness of the investigation. NTSB alsoissues
recommendations to remedythe problems identifiedin their investigations.

While none of these databases canpresent a complete picture of incidents thataffect thesafety
of tower operations, each of them provides a different perspective that complements theothers.
These data bases were examined to ascertain converging evidence on thenature of pilotand
controller errors in the towerenvironment and to identifypotential remedies.

52 TOWER OPERATIONAL ERRORS AND DEVIATIONS

FAAreports of tower operationalerrors and deviations from the busiest towers in the U.S. (what
was then Levels 3,4, and 5) that were contained in the NASDAC data base as of
November 15,1999 wereexamined. This included89 reports fromLevel 3 towers,68 from
Level 4 facilities and99 from Level 5 towers for a total of 256reports. These reports wereof
incidents thatoccurred between January 1997andJune 1999. These errors wereanalyzed in an
attempt to determine the typesof errors made by towercontrollers and identifysignificant factors
associated withthese errors in order to determine what improvements to the tower could help to
preventor mitigate these errors. Again, the recommendations offered were intended to focus on
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identified tower "shortfalls" and not training, procedures or problems peculiar to an individual
facility.

TheFAA reports of operational errors anddeviations are lengthy form-filled reports completed
by an FAA investigator(usually a supervisor or qualityassurance specialist) fromthe facility.
Thesereports provide detailed information on the operational environment at the timeof the
erroror deviation. The reports describe the event, identify contributing factors (such as traffic
complexity, weather, number of aircraft, or whether training wasin progress at thetime) andlist
"controller contributions" that describe the types of errors (e.g., readback/hearback,
phraseology). The standardization of these reports allows foreasyanalysis andsummary
statistics.

Thereports of operational errors anddeviations alsocontain a ratingof thecomplexity of the
traffic at the time of the incident. The complexity is rated on a five-point scaleconsisting of the
following responses: "easy," "below average," "average," "above average," and"complex."
Twenty-three percent of thereports specified thatthecomplexity wasabove average (16percent)
orcomplex (7 percent). Thirty-two percent of thereports specified anaverage level of
complexity, 20 percent below average and25 percent as easy. While therating of the
complexity of the traffic does notappear to bea significant factor in operational errors and
deviations, the number ofaircraft was listedas a contributing factor in 27 percentof the reports.
Weatherwas listed as a factorin 8 percent of the reports. It is important to note that this
information alone- for theseand otherfactors - is not able to speak to the effectof that factor
(such as complexity) on errors anddeviations. In orderto determine the relative riskassociated
with a factor (such as complex traffic), one wouldhave to look at the numberof errors and
deviations associated with that factor as a function of the total number of operations associated
with that factor.

An analysis of the contributing factors as identifiedin the reports revealed that the top five
factors overall were: "aircraft observation," "coordination," "communication error," "visual
data," and "groundoperations." [The definitions of these termsas contained in the data base are
presentedin Appendix A.] Ascan be seenin Figure2, "aircraftobservation" was the most
common factor noted in the operational errorsanddeviations, followed by "coordination,"
"communication error," "visual data," andground operations. The different levelfacilities hada
slightly different orderof thetopfive factors listed. For Level 5 towers (thebusiest) the topfive
factors were:

• "Aircraft observation" - 55 percent.

• "Coordination" - 39 percent.

• "Visual data" - 39 percent.

• "Complex runway configuration" - 37 percent.

• "Communication error" - 36 percent.
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• "Complexity-number of aircraft" - 29 percent.

For Level 4 towers, the most frequently identified factors were:

• "Aircraft observation" - 68 percent.

• "Coordination" - 59 percent.

• "Ground operations" - 46 percent.

• "Visual data" - 34 percent.

For Level 3 towers, the top five factors were:

• "Aircraft observation" - 58 percent.

• "Communication error" - 45 percent.

• "Coordination" - 39 percent.

• "Visual data" - 35 percent.

• "Ground operations" - 31 percent.

The most common "controller contributions" listed overall were:

• "Aircraft observation - actual observation of aircraft" - 42 percent.

• "Improper use of visualdata -taking off' -28 percent.

• "Groundoperations - taxiingacross runway" -22 percent.

• "Improper use of visualdata - landing" -16 percent.

• "Communications error - misunderstanding" -16 percent.
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Figure 2. Factors Contributing to Tower Operational Errors and Deviations Identified
by FAA

Generally, the factors do not lend themselves to remedies for the errors. A notable exception is
"inappropriateuse of displayeddata - failure to project future status of displayeddata." To
illustrate, if several reports identify "aircraft observation- actual observation of aircraft," this
could mean a number of different things, such as: the controller did not verify the position of the
aircraft as required; that the aircraftwas at one location (e.g., runway intersection) when the
controller assumed the aircraft was at another (e.g., full length); or that the controller forgot
he/she had cleared an aircraft into "position and hold" and then (less than one minute later)
cleared another aircraft to land on the same runway. In none of these cases, does "aircraft
observation"point to a remedy,because the potentialremedies in each case are slightiy different.
One the other hand, "failure to project future status of displayed data" - if it were to prove to be a
significantfactor in operational errors - points to a need for a tool that projects the aircraft's
position and predicts conflicts.

There were no factors in the form (available for the investigation or to check) that listed a
common type of error identified in the literature, i.e., forgetting. If a controller forgot that a
runway was closed, it was often coded as "failure to coordinate runway closure." In a case in
which the controller forgot that he cleared an aircraft into position and hold and then cleared
another aircraft to land on the same runway, the controller contribution codes were listed as
"aircraft observation - actual observation of aircraft," "improper use of visual data - landing,"
"ground operation - holding in position for takeoff," and "communication error - other."

Other key human factors information is either not coded or is coded inconsistently. For example,
one of the factors identified in the literature as being potentially problematic was the absence of a
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supervisor (or "anotherset of eyes") whowas not (busy) working a control position. While
many of the reportsstate whetheror not the supervisor was awareof thedeveloping error, or
engagedin other tasks, most of the reportsdo specify whetherthe supervisoror controller in
charge was also working a position.

For these reasons, eachof the reports in the databasewasanalyzed independently so that a
human factors assessment of the errors, independent of theFAAanalysis, couldbe conducted.
During thisanalysis, it was determined that five of the reports from the Level5 towersdid not
contain enough detail to determined why the events occurred. Furthermore, the events were too
oldto have theoriginal report on file at theFAA. Because of this, those five reports were
dropped from subsequent analysis, leaving a total of 251. Theresults of thisanalysis are shown
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Factors Contributing to Tower Operational Errors and Deviations Identified
by Independent Analysis

Recall that the review of the literature showed that the most common controller-related factors
identified in surface incidents were:

• Forgetting about the presence of aircraft on a runway, the closure of a runway or a
clearance that he/she had issued (includesfailure to verify the locationof the aircraft).

• Failure to anticipate the required separation or miscalculation of the impeding separation.
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• Communicationerrors - readback/hearback errors, issuing an instruction other than the
instruction the controller intended to issue.

• Lack of, or incomplete,coordination between controllers.

• Absence of a supervisor (who was not working a control position).

Each of the 251 reports were analyzed for significant human factors, including the following:

• Controller forgot [about an aircraft (e.g., that the controller had cleared an aircraft for
takeoff, landing or to cross a runway); about a vehicle on the runway; that a runway was
closed].

• Communication error between controller and pilot.

• Poor coordination between controllers.

• Absence of a supervisor who was not working a control position.

• Whether improved memory aids would have been useful.

• Whether improved surveillance and monitoring equipment would have been useful6.

5.2.1 Memory Lapses

The most common contributing factor, occurring in 27 percent of the operational errors and
deviations examined, was the controller "forgetting" something. In 15 percent of the reports, the
controller had forgotten about an aircraft (such as one that had been cleared to land or one
holding at the end of a runway). In 3 percent of the operational errors and deviations examined,
the controller forgot that there was a vehicle on the runway. In an additional 5 percent of the
cases, the controller forgot that the runway was closed. Other memory failures accounted for an
additional 4 percent of the incidents examined.

5.2.2 Controller-Pilot Voice Communication

The second most common element found in this analysis of operational errors and deviation was
a communication error between pilots and controllers; miscommunicationwas found to be a
factor in 19 percent of the incidents. Interestingly, the "communication" flag was checked in 41
percent of the reports by the FAA investigator of the error. The primary reason for this
difference was the presumed definition of "communication error." In the FAA analysis, the flag
was checked in a variety of instances, such as a miscommunication between a pilot and
controller, two controllers, or a vehicle driver and a controller; or when there was an issue of

6Improved surveillance and monitoring equipment was judged tohave been potentially useful incases inwhich:
the controller couldnot see the aircraft from the tower, the runway was occupiedby a vehicleor anotheraircraft
(while another vehicle was cleared to cross, takeoff from, or land on, that runway), and the situation was such that it
would have been possible for analertingsystem to provide a warning in time for the controllerand/or pilot to take
effective action.
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phraseology. In the present analysis, the definition of "communication" was limited to a
miscommunication between pilots and controllers, usually readback/hearback errors; if there was
a miscommunication between two or more controllers, it was coded as a "coordination" issue.

5.2.3 Controller-Controller Coordination

Another notable difference is the frequency of the indication of a "coordination" issue. In the
present analysis, this was noted if there was a failure of one controller to relay needed
information to another controller or a failure to obtain approval for a specific operation (such as a
failure to coordinate a runway crossing). The "coordination" issue was noted in 18 percent of
the reports in this analysis, and 44 percent in the FAA analysis, the reasons for this difference are
unclear.

5.2.4 Absence of a Supervisor

The absence of a supervisor (who was not working a control position) was noted in 11 percent of
the operational errors and deviations examined. However, it is important to note that this factor
was not able to be consistently coded because many of the reports do not explicitly contain this
information. The reports may say that the supervisor was "unaware" that an error was
developing; however, many did not specifically state whether or not the supervisor was in the
tower cab at the time. In many cases, it was the supervisor (or controller-in-charge) that
prevented a bad situation from getting much worse. Obviously, this is an issue that merits
further investigation.

5.2.5 Areas Suggesting the Need for Further Research

There were four other factors that suggest the need for further research; these were: peripheral
duties imposed by traffic management duties, Land and Hold Short Operations (LAHSO), effects
of workingcombined positions, situation awareness at the onset of assuming a position, and
intersection takeoffs.

5.2.5.1 Peripheral Traffic Management Duties - The additional duties imposed by automated
traffic management systems, such as recording delay times, do nothing to enhance the controllers
awareness of the traffic situation and, in fact, can be a distraction. One controller involved in an
operationalerror commented that "DSP (Departure Sequencing Program) staffed at the ground
control position is a safety hazard -position should be manned by TMC (traffic management
coordinator)position" (operational error report 10/6/98). Another operational error report states
that, "Although not a direct causal factor to this error, some members of the [investigation] team
felt that because there was not a TMC [Traffic management coordinator] on duty, the controller
was preoccupied with ensuring that correct delay times were recorded on the flight progress strip
at the time of the incident." The degree to which these peripheral duties interfere with primary
duties needs to be investigated. Meanwhile, it is clear that duties that are peripheral to the
primary duties of the tower controllers should be automated or performed by a traffic
management coordinator, whenever possible.
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5.2.5.2 LAHSO - Another areaof concern in theoperational errorreports concerns Landand
Hold ShortOperations (LAHSO). Seven percent of the operational errorsand deviations
examined from theLevel 5 facilities cited thatLAHSO operations were in effectat the timeof
theincident. Some of these incidents were a direct result of theLAHSO operations. There were
cases in which the pilot acknowledged theclearance but didn't, orwasn't able to, comply. There
was a case in which the controller thought he had issued the hold short clearance and even wrote
in on the strip, but in actuality had not issued it. There were other incidents in which LAHSO
wereindirectly involved; while the controller'sattention wasfocused onensuring that the
aircraft held as instructed, there was an incident elsewhere. Whether or not LAHSO were in
effectat the time of anoperational errorneeds to be routinely recorded as part of the effort to
assess the riskof LAHSO and how the risk can be mitigated. It may be the case that the extra
attention which LAHSO require necessitate additional supportof somesort.

5.2.5.3 Combined Positions - Ten percentof the reports of operational errors anddeviations
specifiedthat thecontroller was workingcombinedpositions at the timeof the incident. Some
of these reports specifically mention that thiswasa contributing factor to the complexity of the
traffic, others donot. Thereports routinely record whether there were combined positions at the
timeof theincident; 60 percent of the reports statedthatthiswasthecase. However, thereports
do not consistently state whether this combination was normal for the time of day and traffic
level, or whether the combinationof positions was a contributing factor to the incident. Whether
particular combinationsof positions make the operation more complex or simplifies things (e.g.,
because the controllerdoes not have to coordinate with anotherposition)dependson many
factors. However, it is clearthat the conditions underwhichcombined positionsmay contribute
to, or protect from, operational errors merit further study.

5.2.5.4 Situation Awareness Upon Assuming a Position - 'Time on position," that is, how
long the controllers) was on position before the incident occurred, is routinely recorded. It was
an interesting finding that 20 percent of the operational errors and deviations occurred in first 10
minutes on position. While this may suggest that an inadequate position relief briefing may be
partly responsible, this factor was cited in only four percent of the reports. Further study is
required to determine if this finding of a "vulnerability" to operational errors in the first 10
minutes of assuming a position is a stable one. Also, correlating the time on position with the
type of error may help point to specific remedies. Meanwhile, controllers should be aware that
the first ten minutes on position is a particularly vulnerable time.

5.2.5.5 Intersection Take-Offs - While intersection take-offs were cited in some of the reports
of operational errors and deviations, it is not a factor that is automatically coded. In more than
one instance, the controller assumed that the pilot would taxi to the departure end of the runway
when in fact the pilot taxied to the intersection. The risks associated with intersection takeoffs,
and the potential benefits of runway status lights or other tools need to be determined.

5.2.6 Operational Errors and Deviations - What do they tell us about what can be done?

While the reports of operationalerrors and deviations detail the aftermath of the incident as far as
the controller involved is concerned (training, scheduled performance checks, videos, etc.), they
do not necessarilycontain recommendations for remedies for the type of error that occurred.
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Occasionally, however, the operational error or deviation report does specify a potential remedy
to the incident reported. For example, one report recommended that the facility "aggressively
pursue the acquisition of AMASS and perimeter taxiways" since "the redundancy provided by
the installation of AMASS may have prevented this surface error. In addition, it was determined
if perimeter taxiways were built and used, this too would have prevented the occurrence." Since
such specific recommendations were not usually contained in the reports, the circumstances of
the error were examined for indications as to what tools - such as memory aids surveillance
and/or monitoring systems (conceptually similar to AMASS) - could have been helpful in
preventing, or mitigating the consequences of, these errors.

5.2.6.1 Aids to Controller Memory - Memory aids, or better memory aids, were considered as
a potential remedy in nine percent of the errors and deviations. Of course, memory aids only
have a chance at being effective if they are used (in some cases they were available, but not
used), and no common type of memory aid (e.g., placards) is infallible. Nonetheless, they are a
simple and cost-effective countermeasure. Some memory aids are better than others. While
effective memory aids and other tools are often invented at individual towers, a mechanism is
needed for towers to share these potential remediesand to study their effectiveness. The generic
sounding "runway incursion device" (RID) means different things to different controllers; an
illuminatedairport diagramthat indicatesactiverunways is one example of such a memory aid.

5.2.6.2 Better Surveillance and Monitoring Equipment - A surveillance and monitoring
system that contains alerting algorithms to indicate to the controller that an aircraft was on
approachto a runway that was not clear (i.e., occupiedwith part or all of an airplane, occupied
by a vehicle, or is closed) would be very useful (assuming that the false alarm rate was
acceptably low and the alerts were timely). Many of the errors and deviations involved
situations in which the errordeveloped so quickly that no such warning systemwouldhavebeen
effective. However, sucha system wasjudgedto havebeen potentially useful in 51 percent of
the incidents examined. That is, 51 percent of the operational errors and deviations involved
situations in whichcurrentlyproposed functionality - runwaystatus lights, AMASS, loops,etc. -
are expectedto be effectivecountermeasures. Runwaystatus lights at runwayintersections that
automatically turn red whenan aircraftis on final approach to that runway has received
anecdotal approval frombothpilotsandcontrollers. However, it is clearthat the lights needto
becapable of displaying more than "red" or "off;" anothercolor (suchas yellow) needsto be
displayed to indicate to thepilotthat thesystem is working evenwhen red is notdisplayed.

5.2.63 Communicationand Coordination • Voice communication between pilots and
controllers is a critical safety linkin airport operations. Theresults of the independent analysis
showed that miscommunications between controllers andpilots were a contributing factor in
almost 20percent of theoperational errors examined. Previous studies of ground andlocal
control operations have shown that less than 1 percent of controller-pilot communications result
in a readback errorandat leasthalfof these readback errorsarecorrected by thecontroller
(Burki-Cohen, 1995; Cardosi, 1994). While notall clearances areread back, thepilot'sreadback
is thecontroller's onlyopportunity to catcha misunderstanding before it results in an incursion;
pilots should readbackcritical information (e.g., call sign, runway number, holdshort). The
readback andhearback error rates demonstrate that pilots' andcontrollers' performance in this
area are better than can reasonably beexpected. It is possible toconceive ofa voice recognition
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system that codes the clearance as it is spoken by the controller, checks for pilot readback errors,
monitors for conflicting clearances issued to different aircraft, and monitors the flight path and
taxi routes for potential deviations from the clearance. While such a system would be very
useful, it is far from being developed.
Coordination among controllers in the tower is necessary for efficient and safe operations. Poor
coordination was noted as a contributing factor in tower operational errors in 18 percent of the
reports in the independent analysis (and even more in the FAA analysis). There is an effort
underway to enhance coordination among controllers; this training, called Air Traffic Teamwork
Enhancement (ATTE) is one mechanism that has the potential to enhance the effectiveness of
tower controller coordination.

5.2.6.4 Staffing - Safe operations requireadequatestaffingfor the number and complexity of
the operations. Sufficient staffing implies the presence of a supervisor or controller-in-charge
(CIC). When supervisors also work a control position, however, they are not afforded the
opportunity to devote their full attention to the "big picture." The value of an "extra set of eyes
and ears" cannot be underestimated for catching errors before they escalate.

Airport Specific Analysis - Studies of individual airport operations and errors to determine
what can be done to prevent accidents and incidents are very valuable, as are the insights of the
operations specialists at that facility. Recall that one report (Skaliotis, 1991) identified that it is
airport specific factors and the number of runway incursions (rather than the rate) that is most
predictive of future problems. While it is beyond the scope of this report to make airport-
specificrecommendations, such analyses are a critical step toward finding effective solutions.
For example, Los Angelestower has analyzed their runwayincursions and identifiedareas on the
airport surface that are particularly problematic. Furthermore, they were able to determine that
building an additional taxiway could help to alleviate the problem. While it is beyond the scope
of this report to make airport-specific recommendations, such analyses are a critical step toward
finding effective solutions. Los Angeles tower has analyzed their runway incursions and
identified areas on the airport surface that are particularly problematic. Furthermore, they were
able to determinethat building an additional taxiwaywould help to alleviate the problem. Often,
there is a pattern to operational errors. Identifying the pattern of errors can help point to
solutions. For example, the following is an excerpt from an operational error report:

'Three of the four operational errors/deviations that have occurred in this facility
on the past 12 months were readback/hearback errors. All four involved an ATCS
[air traffic control specialist] working combined local control positions where
arrivals and departures were segregated on separate runways. Indeed, 75 percent
of all operational errors/deviations since February 1995 have occurred in this
configuration. This scenario necessitates a field of vision of 140 degrees or more
to accommodate all operations. (Decombined positions require a field of vision
of no more than 90 degrees.).. .1 recommend that, staffing permitting, either the
CC, OSIC, or a local assist be mandated to actively monitor (via the ICSS) any
combined local control position where arrivals and departures are segregated on
separate runways or the positions be decombined."
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5.3 REPORTS SUBMITTED TO THE AVIATION SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM

The AviationSafety Reporting Systemis a wealth of information submitted by pilots and
controllers regarding specificevents and concerns. Self -reports of errors typically present a
candid portrayal of causal factors that the person may or may not wish to relay to the
investigative authority. In an effort to determine the causal factors of tower controller errors
(and potential solutions) as well as the general concerns of tower controllers, the most recent 300
ASRS reports submitted bytowercontrollers wereexamined. Of these, somewereduplicates
andothersdid not contain enough information to merit analysis. This left249 reportson which
the following resultsare based Theresults of this analysis arepresented in Table 1- Results of
Analysis of Controller ASRS Reports. Note: Whilesomereports listed multiple contributing
factors, othersdid notdescribe any. Thus, there is not a 1:1 correspondence between errors and
contributing factors.

Table 1. Results of Analysis of ASRS Reports Submitted by Tower Controllers (N = 249)

Pilot Deviated from, or Proceeded Without, Clearance - Air
• 23 - Heading/altitude
• 5 - Entered airspace without authorization

Resulting in
• 16 -Near Mid Air Collision (NMAC)
• 12 - Potential conflict/other

• 22 - Would have benefited from improved surveillance andmonitoring equipment
o 6 -specifically mention the needfor radar at that facility

28

Pilot Deviated from, or Proceeded Without, Clearance - Ground
• 21 - Runway incursions
• 6 - Surface incidents

27

Vehicles Proceeded onto RunwayWithout Authorization
• 3 - Runway Incursions

3

No incident/ControllerReports of Pilot Error/Other
• 16 - Didn't proceed as instructed
• 1 - Landed without a clearance

• 3 - Penetrated airspace without authorization
• 2 - Pilot error in judgment
• 8 - Other incidents (e.g., mechanical problem, ran out of fuel, bird strike)

30
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Table 1. Results of Analysis of ASRS Submitted by Tower Controllers (N = 249) (Cont)

No Incident/Controller Concerns Regarding
• Problems with equipment

o 17 - Radar outages/malfunction
o 2 - Want radar

o 13 - Communication equipment
o 3 - Other equipment concerns
o 21-Weather equipment

• 5 - Need wind information

• 5 - Need LLWS indication

• 11 - Problems with ASOS

• 13- Localprocedures, problem traffic (e.g.,military, studentpilots)
• 7 - Letters of Agreement (LOA)
• 3 - "Unnecessary" TCAS RA's
• 3 - Need indication of approach lights inoperative
• 5-LAHSO

Controller 'Forgot'
• 8 - Aircraft cleared to land

• 4 - Runway was closed
• 4 - Vehicle on runway
• 4 - Aircraft holding in position
• 1 - Aircraft cleared for takeoff

• 1 - Aircraft on approach

Results

• 18- Runway Incursions
• 2 - Aircraft taxied to closed runways
• 2 - Aircraft landed on closed runways

Contributing factors mentioned by respondents
• 7 - Combined positions
• 3 - Fatigue
• 2-Workload

• 1 - Poor position relief briefing
• 1 - Distraction caused by visitors
• 1 - Exhaust fumes in tower

Didn't Know About, or Didn't Know Location of, Aircraft
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Table 1. Results of Analysis of ASRS Submitted by Tower Controllers (N = 249) (Cont.)

Poor Controller-Controller Coordination

Results

• 2 - Runway Incursions
• 6-NMAC

• 10- Loss or potential loss of separation

Contributing factors
• 4 - Poor position relief briefing
• 1 - Combined positions

Controller Error in Projecting Separation - Air

Results

• 1-NMAC

• 13 - Loss of separation
o 4 - Combined positions

Controller Error in Projecting Separation - Ground

Results

• 9 - Runway incursions
• 1 - Loss of separation

ControllerMisidentified/Issued Clearanceto WrongAircraft
• 1-NMAC

• 5 - Loss of separation

18

14

10

53.1 Reports Submitted bv Tower Controllers

5.3.1.1 Controller Concerns - Of the 249reports submitted by tower controllers, 87 (35
percent) did not contain reports of surface incidents, but rather described issues of concern to
controllers. The majority (64 percent)) of these reports described problems with, or other
concerns about, equipment. Of the reports concerning equipment 38 percent of thesereports
concernedweather information: ASOS (Automated SurfaceObservationSystem) inaccuracies,
the need for wind information or the need for low-level wind shear indication. An additional 34
percent of these reports were regarding radar outages, malfunction, or cited the need for radar at
that facility. Twenty-three percentof the controller concerns were regarding local procedures,
local "problemtraffic" (such as trainingcenters or high speed military traffic) and reports of
problemswith local lettersof agreement (LOAs)or reportsof controllers at other facilities
failing to complywith LOAs. The remaining controllerconcernscontained in these reports
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concerned LAHSO (land and hold short operations), and miscellaneous issues (such as air
quality in the tower) each comprising less than four percent of the reports of controller concerns.

5.3.1.2 Controller Reports ofPilot Errors - Thirty-two percent of the reports submitted by
tower controllers describe pilot error and other incidents unrelated to controller errors or
concerns. One-third of these reports were non-specific and did not describe surface incidents or
potential loss of standard separation. The remaining 55 reports described incidents in which
pilots deviated from, or proceeded without, a clearance in the air (28 reports) or on the ground
(27 reports).

Of the 28 incidents in which pilots deviated from their clearance in the air:

• 82% involved pilots deviating from their assigned heading or altitude.

• 16%involved pilots entering controlled airspace without authorization.

• 57% of them resulted in Near Mid-Air Collisions (NMAC).

• 78% of them were judged to be situations that would have benefited from better
surveillance and monitoring equipment; in fact, in 21 percent of these reports, the
reporter specifically mentions that if they had radar at the facility, the controller would
have been able to detect the problem much earlier.

Of the 27 incidents in which pilots deviated from their clearance on the ground:

• 78% resulted in runway incursions.

• 22% resulted in surface incidents.

• 11% occurred because the pilot was lost.

• 71% cited the need for better airport markings.

• 82% of these reports did not offer insights as to why the event occurred.

53.13 Controller Errors - Self-Reports - Perhaps the most informative reports submitted by
controllers are those that describe errors that they themselves committed. There were 74 (30
percent) such reports in the 249 reports examined. In general, these reports show similar trends
as the operational error data. The errors fall into three distinct categories: memory lapses,
controller-controllercoordination, and judgment errors in predicting separation.

The most common type of error reported involved memory lapses. Instances in which the
controller forgot about an aircraft, that a runway was closed, or that a clearance had been issued
accounted for 29 percent of the 76 self-reports of controller errors. Eighty-two percent of these
errors resulting from memory lapses resulted in runway incursions. Additionally, two aircraft
were cleared to land on a closed runway. While not all respondents reportedfactors that
contributed to these errors, the most common contributing factor reported was that the controller
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was working combined positions; this was cited in 32 percent of the errors involving memory
lapses.

There were 24 reports involving instances in which the controller made a judgment error in
predicting separation. Fourteen of these involved separation in the air; 13 of these errors resulted
in a loss of standard separation and one resulted in a NMAC. Four of these reports specified that
the controller was working combined position at the time of the incident. An additional 10
reports of controller judgment errors involved separation on the ground (nine resulting in runway
incursions); none of these reported that the controller was working combined positions at the
time of the incident.

Twenty-four percent of the controller errors involved poor coordination between controllers.
Thirty-three percent (6) of these instances resulted in NMACs, and 7 percent resulted in runway
incursions(the remainder resultedin a loss or possible loss of standard separation). In four of
these cases, the reporter cited a poor position relief briefing as a primary cause (e.g., the
controller was not informed of an aircraft); in one case the controller was working combined
positions.

In summary, the self-reports of controllererrors fell into three distinct categories: memory
lapses, failure in judging or predicting separation, and inadequate controller-controller
coordination. Although most of these reports did not identify causal factors, 16 percent stated
that the controller was working combined positions at the time, 6 percent identified a poor
position relief briefing as contributingto the error, 4 percent identify fatigue as a contributing
factor, and 4 percent mentioned controller-pilotcommunication errors (one report involving a
blocked communication).

5.3.2 Reports Submitted bv Pilots

The 100 most recent ASRS reports of runway transgressions submitted by pilots were examined.
"Runway transgression" was defined by ASRS as the "erroneous or improper occupation of a
runway or its immediate environs by an aircraft or other vehicle so as to pose a potential
collision hazard to other aircraft using the runway, even if no such aircraft were actually
present" However, the present analysis uses the terms "runway incursions" and "surface
incidents" as defined on page 1. Nineteen reports were excluded from further analysis for one of
the following reasons:

• The event occurred at an uncontrolled field, when the tower was closed or at a foreign
airport.

• The event was unrelated to pilot error (i.e., due to an airplane equipment failure or
controller error).

• The report was of a safety concern peculiar to that airport.

An additional five reports did not fit into any category for analysis. They described incidents in
which: a student pilot took-off without a clearance resulting in a NMAC with a larger aircraft; a
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Cessna entered controlled airspace without a clearance, resulting in a NMAC with a departing
aircraft; a pilot who was cleared foran intersection take-off, buttook-off in the wrong direction;
a pilot who landed at the wrong airport; and a pilot who aborted a take-off after seeing another
aircraft onthe runway (but thereport lacked sufficient detail forthe nature of theerror to be
identified).

The results ofthe remaining 76incidents are shown inTable 2. As with the reports submitted by
controllers, some reports listed multiple contributing factors while others did not list any. Thus,
there isnot a 1:1 correspondence between errors and contributing factors. The same trends were
found inthese data as in theearlier survey of airline pilots conducted byMITRE (Adam, et al.,
1994). Thirty-seven (49 percent) ofthe reports involved aircraft crossing the "hold short" line.
These instances resulted in 12runway incursions (six aborted take-offs and six"go-arounds").
Most (67 percent) ofthese errors were attributed tothe pilot not being able to see the hold short
Une orotherwise poor markings. Thirty six percent ofthe 76 reports involved pilots taxiing onto,
orcrossing, the runway without authorization. These incidents resulted in22 surface incidents
and five runway incursions. Where acausal factor was mentioned, the report cited a
communication error between controller and pilot ortheneed forbetter airport markings. In
summary, the 76 incidents reported by pilots resulted in 19 runway incursions and 57 other
surface incidents. Fifty-one percent ofthese 76reports cited the need for better airport markings
and 35 percent were attributable to controller-pilot communication errors (36 percent ofthese
communication errorsinvolvedaircraft accepting another aircraft'sclearance).

533 Pilot and Controller Errors Reported to ASRS - What can be done to prevent
runway incursions?

Thetower "shortfalls" that theanalysis of ASRS reports points to aretheneedto prevent, and
mitigate theconsequences of,errors due to: failures of controller memory, miscommunications
between pilots and controllers, failures ofcoordination among controllers, failure of controllers
to accurately project separation between aircraft. The reports from the controllers andpilots
supportthe recommendations gleanedfromthe literature review:

• Improve surveillance and monitoring equipment for controllers.

• Improvemeans of communicationbetweenpilots and controllers.

• Improve airport markings and signage - particularly moreconspicuous "hold short"
markings.

The reports from controllers also point to the need for improved coordination among tower
controllers and the need for controllers to verify that the runway is clear before allowing an
aircraft to take-off or land. This task could be aided by a system (for pilots and/or controllers)
that displays whether or not the runway is occupied.

Reports from pilots also point to the need for cockpit standard operating procedures (SOPs) for
ground operations. Such SOPs would help to ensure that:
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Table 2. Pilot Reports of "Runway Transgression" Incidents (N = 76)

Failure to "hold short" as instructed/crossed"hold short" line | 37

Results

• 2 runway incursions
• 25 surface incidents

Contributing factors
• 25 couldn't see the hold short line orthought the marking was poor (includes 3

obscured by snow)
• 7 miscommunication/misunderstood the clearance
• 1 was confused as to where to hold

• 1 cockpit distraction
• 1accepted "LAHSO" clearance andthen forgot to holdshort
• 1instruction tohold short was issued tolate for pilot tocomply
• 2 poor crew coordination (one pilot knew theclearance, the other didn't)

Taxied to(includes one aircraft that took-off from) wrong runway

Results

• 8 surface incidents

• Contributing factors
• 2 need better airportmarkings
• 5 controller-pilot miscommunication/misunderstood the clearance

Taxied onto, or crossed, therunway without authorization [27

Results

• 22 surface incidents

• 5 runway incursions

Contributing factors
• 11 controller-pilot miscommunication/misunderstoodthe clearance (includes4

incidents in which aircraft accepted a clearance intended for another aircraft with a
similar call sign)

• 12cited need for better airport markings (one obscured by snow)
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Table 2. PilotReportsof "Runway Transgression" Incidents (N=76)(Cont)

Took off without authorization

Results

• 2 surface incidents

• 4 runway incursions

Contributing factors
• 4 controller-pilot miscommunication/misunderstood theclearance

Summary data
• 76 incidents(19 runway incursions 57 surfaceincidents)
• 39 were attributed to poor airportmarkings/signage
• 27 involved miscommunications (including 5 instances in which an aircraft

accepted a clearance intended for another aircraft with a similar call sign)

• Non-essential tasks are completed during relatively low workload and non-critical phases
of operation.

• Pilots areaware of the location of theiraircraft on the airport surface, the location of all
critical elements in the airport environment (e.g., hold short points, intersecting runways,
aircraft on approach) and their ATCclearance.

5.4 FINAL REPORTS OF AVIATION ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS
INVESTIGATED BY THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
(NTSB)

As of November 15,1999, therewere42 finalreports in the NASDAC databaseof accidents
andincidents in airspace controlled byair traffic control towers. These reports covered the
period ofDecember 1983 toJuly 1995. Eighteen of these reports were excluded from further
human factors analysis for the following reasons. Seven wereduplicate reports of the same
accident or incident, since one report is filed for each aircraft involved; these reports were
excluded so that each accident/incident wouldbe representedonly once. Four were reports of
aircraftmechanical failure. Two reports involvednon-movement ramp areas (i.e.,not controlled
by the tower). One report was of an aircraft landing at the wrong airport. One report was of a
hard landing due to extreme weather. Another report involved an aircraft that hit a localized
after flying through windshear. One report involved a "bird strike," and another involved a pilot
becoming incapacitated. The remaining 24 reports - six accidents and 18 incidents - were
analyzed for causal factors and potential remedies. Two of these incidents consisted of loss of
standard separation between two take-offs as a result of controller error in anticipating
separation; they did not result in NMACs or surface incidents.
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Of the 22 accidents andincidents, theresults were formally classified as:

• 8 "near collisions between aircraft."

• 1 "collision between aircraft."

• 7 "collisions with object."

The remaining six incidents were runway incursions. Of the seven "collisions with objects," six
ofthe "objects" that aircraft collided with were other (stationary) aircraft and one was a snow
sweeper.

Of these 22 accidents and incidents, by far the largest common factor, occurring in 70 percent of
these reports, was the failure to verify that the runway was clear before allowing an aircraft to
takeoff orland. Inthree ofthese cases, the pilots reported that their aircraft were clear ofthe
runway, when infact it was not; inone case, afleet ofvehicles reported clear when they were
not. Five (22 percent) involved miscommunications between pilots and controllers; inthree of
these cases an aircraft accepted aclearance intended for another aircraft. Another three cases (13
percent), involved a "memory lapse" on the part of the controller, (one instance each of the
controller forgetting that he/she had cleared an aircraft to land, takeoff, and position and hold on
the runway). Only one case involved acontroller that was working combined position. Only
one report mentioned that the supervisor was working a control position. Two ofthe reports cite
poorairport markings (inoneof these cases a sign had blown over).

Visibilityalso appears to be more of a factor in these accidents than in incidents. Of the six
accidents, only one occurred inVMC conditions during the day. Two occurred in IMC during
the day. Two occurred in VMC atnight (this includes one with some fog). One accident
occurred inVMC atdusk. Ofthe 16 incidents, 8 occurred inVMC during the day (this includes
one with haze and another with rain and haze). Five occurred during VMC atnight (one with
haze and one with snow). Two incidents occurred during IMC atnight and one occurred during
IMC during the day.

5.4.1 NTSB Final Reports of Accidents and Incidents - What do thev tell us about what
can be done?

The NTSB compiles recommendations to theFAA(towhich theFAAmustrespond in a timely
manner). Allof the NTSB recommendations to theFAA concerning towerairspace were
reviewed for tower shortfalls. The recommendations covera widerangeof topics unrelated to
tower shortfalls. Among them were recommendations regarding: procedures,staffing, training,
traffic restrictions, pilot training, trainingfor airport vehicle drivers, controllerphraseology,
controller-pilot communications, airport markings, runwaylighting, and aircraft conspicuity.
The recommendationsthat target tower "shortfalls" address the need for improved surveillance
and monitoring systems and specifically mention - AMASS and ASDE-3.

5.4.1.1 AMASS - In recommendation A-91-29, the NTSB recommended that the FAA,
"Expedite efforts to fund the development and implementation of an operational system
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analogous to the airborne conflictalerts systemto alertcontrollers to pendingrunwayincursions
at all terminal facilities that are scheduled to receive ASDE-3." Later, the NTSB recommended,

"For theseair trafficcontrol facilities withoperational ASDE- 3 systemsto operatethat
equipment between sunset andsunrise, regardless of weather or visibility. Current
operational requirements for the AMASS specify that thesystem becapable of 240hour
a day operation. Before thefirst AMASS iscommissioned, require byorder that the
AMASS/ASDE 3 be operational 24 hoursa day" (A-95-32).

Mostrecendy, a letterfrom the NTSB dated March 10,2000states: "TheSafety Board
considers airport runway incursions anextremely serious safety problem. This safety issue has
been onourMost Wanted Transportation Safety Improvements listsince thelist's creation in
September 1990. The Safety Board is disappointed that 4 xh years have passed since A-95-32
was issued requesting expeditious action, during which time the FAA has not completed the
work necessary tomeet theintent of these recommendations. Because the number of near
runway incursions hasincreased overthelastfew years, theproblem needs to besolved
immediately. Therefore, the board reclassifies Safety Recommendation A-95-32 and A-91-29
"Open - Unacceptable Response," pending immediate action tomeet these recommendations.

5.4.1.2 ASDE- The first recommendation concerning ASDEwas for the FAA to, "Conduct
research anddevelopment efforts to provide airports thatarenot scheduled to receive Airport
Surface Detection Equipment with an alternate costeffective system to bring controller andpilot
attention to pending runway incursions in timeto prevent ground collisions" (A-91-30). Later,
the NTSB recommended that the FAA "Continue research and development efforts to provide
airports thatarenot scheduled to receive Airport Surface Detection Equipment withan alternate,
cost-effective system, suchas the ground induction loop, to bring controller andpilot attention to
pendingrunwayincursions in time to preventground collisions" (A-95-94).

Theplansfor testing and implementation of ASDE-X andground induction loopssatisfythese
recommendations. TheFAA's plansfor "runway status lights" were alsoseenas supportive of
the intentof theserecommendations. These lightswouldactivate when"the runwayis "hot"
basedon radarsensingof aircrafton the approach or aircraft accelerating and decelerating on the
runway. The lightswouldbe positionedat the edgeof the runwayin order to be visiblefrom the
cockpit while an aircraft is holding short of the runway. Additional lights would be visible by
the pilot in an aircraft that is in position and holdingfor departure. These runway status lights
would operate independent of the controller by acting as an automated backup for the pilot."
(FAA letter to NTSB dated August 12,1991).

As was noted previously in this report, the concept of automated runway status lights has
received anecdotal approval from both pilots and controllers. However, it is clear that the lights
need to be capable of displaying more than "red" or "off," another color (such as yellow) needs
to be displayed to indicate to the pilot that the system is working even when red is not displayed;
(otherwise, the pilots are likely to query the controller, resulting in a potentially unacceptable
increase in voice communications).
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5.5 1977FATAL RUNWAY INCURSION AT TENERIFE, CANARY ISLANDS

While not covered in the NTSB data base, no discussion of accidents in the tower environment
would becomplete without reference to the1977 collision on therunway atTenerife that
resulted in 583 fatalities. In this tragic event:

"The Pam Amcrew was alarmed bythe wayin which theAirTraffic Clearance was
issued. The captain... feared that... the KLM could possibly take the ATC clearance asa
take off clearance and, immediately after the tower controller had said 'Okay', and
pauses foralmost two seconds, heand his first officer jumped intoinform the KLM crew
that they were still taxiing on the runway. The message of the Pan Am crew coincided
with the message ofthetower controller who, at that moment, told theKLM aircraft to
wait for take-off clearance. The coinciding transmission on the same frequency resulted,
in the KLM cockpit only, in astrong squeal. Because ofthis, both vital messages were
lost to the KLM crew resulting in the worst collision in the history of aviation. Every day
there are incidents ofblocked communication that are less dramatic, buthave the same
potential for disaster."

Extractedfrom the conclusions presented to the Netherlands Board ofInquiry by the
Director GeneralofCivilAviation.

As the amount ofair traffic and radio frequency congestion increases, blocked and partially
blocked transmission present an increasing risk toaviation safety. While the incidence ofsuch
events in unknown, therisk thatis imposed byeven a single event is self-evident. When the
controller isnot able to access a frequency due to a "stuck mike," the most fundamental safety
net - that provided by voice communications between pilots and controllers - isgone. It isnot
surprising that 32 percent ofthe controllers from Level 5 towers said that there was asignificant
risk ofsurface incidents associated with a stuck mike (Kelly and Jacobs, 1998). Partially
blocked transmissions or"step-ons" are far more common; recall that one-halfofthe respondents
to thecontroller survey (Kelly andJacobs, 1998) and56percent of thecontrollers from Level 5
facilities said that transmissions were stepped on "often". While these events are typically less
dramatic than that ofa stuck mike, they also present potential for disaster - as in the sample cited
above.

Anti-blocking technology exists and has been in use both at theBournemouth ATC facihty in the
United Kingdom and incommercial aircraft for several years. While NEXCOM isproposed to
incorporate anti-blocking capability, the technology to be usedhasnot yetbeendefined.
Furthermore, the implementation schedule does not project this capability to be available at
airports before the year 2015.

5.6 FAA PILOT DEVIATIONS IN TOWER AIRSPACE

The 67 FAA recordsof pilotdeviations that occurred in towerairspace (as contained in the
NASDAC data base in November, 1999) were examined. While these reports do not contain
enough detail to be able to provide insight as to why the events happened, they do allow for a
descriptive analysis of the types of events that were reported. Of the 67 reports, two were too
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cryptic to be includedin the analysis. Of the remaining 65 deviations, 33 (51 percent) involved
pilotsenteringcontrolledairspacewithout authorization. Fifty-two percent of these 33
deviations resulted in Near Mid-Air Collisions (NMAC), 6 percent resulted in runway incursions
and the rest were classified as "other - no NMAC." In an additional 20 (31 percent) of the pilot
deviations, the pilot didnotfollow anATC instruction. (There is notenough information inthe
report todetermine whether the instruction was read back orjustacknowledged.) There were 3
instances in which a pilot entered/crossed an active runway without authorization; one resulted in
an NMAC, oneresulted in a runway incursion andoneresulted in "other." There werethree
instances in which a pilot said thatthe traffic was "insight," butthen proceeded to loose
separation with thattraffic; two of these incidents were classified asNMACs. There were two
instances in whichan aircraft landedon a taxiway; onecited no VASIor other clear runway
indications. The remainder of the deviations involved one instance of the following:

• Aircraft accepted a clearance intended for another aircraft, resulting in a NMAC.

• Aircraft landed without a clearance.

• Aircraft landed on the wrong runway.

• Aircraft took-off on a closed runway resulting in a NMAC.

Over half of the deviationsrecordedin towerairspace consisted of aircraftenteringwithout
authorization. There wereonly32 (49percent) deviations thatconsisted of surface incidents.
These reports donotcontain enough detail tomerit further analysis or lend themselves to
recommendations regarding the needs of tower controllers otherthan theneedfor the controller
to be able to "see" or otherwisebe alertedto traffic entering the airspace withoutauthorization.

5.7 SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

In summary, the data bases presentconverging evidence. While the failure to anticipate the
required separation or miscalculation of the impending separation is an impliedfactor, the other
four of the five factors that were found to contribute significantly to tower controller errors in
MITRE's earlier work (Bales, Gilligan, and King; (Steinbacher, 1991) are more directly
supported. That is, the most common controller-relatedfactors identified in the surface incidents
examined in this study were the same as those identified in previous studies:):

• Forgetting about an aircraft, the closure of a runway, a vehicle on the runway, and/or a
clearance that he/she had issued.

• Communication errors - readback/hearback errors, issuing an instruction other than the
one the controller intended to issue.

• Lack of, or incomplete, coordination between controllers.

The fifth factor identifiedin the literature, the absence of a supervisor(who was not working a
control position), is supported by the data, but furtherstudyis necessaryto determine the degree
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to which this is a factor, since it is not consistently coded in the operational error and deviation
system, nor is it reliably mentioned (one way or the other) in the ASRS or NTSB reports. In
many cases, it was the supervisor (or controller-in-charge) that prevented a bad situation from
getting much worse. Many reporters lamented the need for another "set of eyes" in the tower
cab. Obviously, this is an important issue that merits further investigationto determine staffing
needs. It also supports the need for more effective monitoring aids in the tower. "Another set of
eyes" can be electronic as wellas human. While the flexibility and speedof human judgment is
not able to be duplicated by artificial intelligence, tools that display traffic and alert the
controllers to potential problems can be quite useful in preventing accidentsand incidents. This
is a difficult task for automation to perform because too many false alarms, or too little time
allowed for thecontroller to respond to an alarm, makes the system ineffective. If the system
"cries wolf too often, then the controllerwill eventually ignore it. On the other hand, for the
system to be useful, it must beableto warn the controller thatan action is required with enough
time to formulateand execute that action. Warnings that serve as little morethan an indication
as to whereto look to witness an accident are as useless as warnings that aremoreoften false
alarms than legitimate alerts.

Frequency congestion, blocked communications, and similar callsigns continue to posea threat
to safeoperations. On the pilot's end, similarcall signs is the primary factorin an aircraft
accepting a clearance intended for another aircraft. On the controller's end, it has been
associated with a controller confusing twoaircraft and issuinga clearance to the "wrong"
aircraft. Expandeduse of datalink for controller-pilot communications willremedy some of
theseerrors. For example, it will be impossible for a pilot to accepta datalink clearance that has
been sent to another aircraft. While it would still be possible for the controllerto send a
clearance to one aircraft thinking it has beensent to another, a well-designed controllerinterface
would ensure that these errors are easy to detect and fix.

Recall that the solutions offered by both reports were:

• Installation of ASDE-3 and AMASS (Airport Movement Area Safety System).

• Electronic flight strips.

• Development of a voice recognition system to monitor key words in transmissions and
compare responses to detect errors.

• Development of a tool that will help controllers to ensure separation and will alert
controllers to a potential loss in separation.

The resultsof this study support three of the four aboverecommendations. Whilenothingin the
presentdata suggests the needfor electronic flight strips, the data do support exploring the
benefits of ASDE, AMASS, and the other tools mentioned.
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5.7.1 Revisiting Controller Suggestions (from Kellv and Jacobs. 1998)

Recall that anextensive survey of 1111 controllers and managers at63Level 3,4 and5 towers
identified five areas for consideration of tower improvements:

• Stop lights on runways activated bysurface surveillance systems.

• Improvements to ASDE-3.

- Tag the targetswith the aircraft ID.
- Reduce the number of false targets.
- Reduce the interference caused by rain.

• Relief from radio frequency congestion and the problems associated with it.

• Relief from towercab features that interfere with the controllers' scan of the airport
surface.

- Placement of displays on topof the consoles obstructs vision.
- Inadequate tower shades hinder controllers' ability to see the airport surface.

• Improving the use of "memory aids."

While the operational errors and deviations examined do not contain information that speaks to
false targets displayed on ASDE-3 orinterference caused by rain, problems with radar was the
most common equipment concern seen inthe ASRS reports submitted by tower controllers.
Similarly, "inadequate tower shades" is not identified as acontributing factor in the operational
error data base, butwas identified incontroller-submitted ASRS reports. New technologies that
could provide aneffective improvement totraditional tower shades continue todevelop and
merit attention. (See Appendix Bfor a full discussion ofthis issue.) higeneral, the need for
improved surveillance and memory aids are well supported both by the pilot and controller
errors examined in this study and by controller opinion.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The tower"shortfalls"that this studypointsto are the need for:

• Improved surveillance and monitoring equipment that ismost appropriate for a specific
airport orpart ofan airport (e.g., ASDE-X, AMASS, runway status lights, loops).
Included inthis isthat pilots and/or controllers need a means ofdetermining whether an
aircraft isclear oftherunway. Sophisticated systems, such asAMASS, require
significant investment for site adaptation and only will be useful if the warnings are
timely and false alarm rate is acceptably low. However, because oftheir significantly
lower price tag, less sophisticated systems such as loops and runway status lights and
unsophisticated solutions such as markings (particularly, more conspicuous indicators of
runway hold points) and lighting show potential for ahigher (and more certain) return on
investment.

• Better memory aids (and more consistent useof memory aids).

• Improved means ofcontroller-pilot communication to reduce frequency congestion,
eliminate stepped-on and blocked transmissions, and reduce the probability ofan aircraft
accepting a clearance intended for another aircraft.

• Improved means offacilitating coordination among controllers - this could be
accomplished by avariety ofmeans, such as shared displays, improved means ofvoice
communication, or changes in procedure.

In addition, the following are recommended:

• Revise the method for the investigating, collecting information, andrecording
information on controller operational errors anddeviations so that it is more consistent
and useful in determining thecauses andpotential remedies to incidents. This
mechanism shouldbe standardized with unambiguous categories (e.g.,contributing
factors). The categories should be revised to include the mostcommon types of
controller errors (such as "forgetting") and ambiguous categories should be eliminated. It
should include operational variables thatwouldbenefitfrommoreresearch, suchas:
whether the supervisor or controller-in-charge wasworking a position, whether positions
were combined (and if the combination was normal for that facility at the time), LAHSO,
and intersection takeoffs.

• Survey towers for "homemade"memoryaids, runway incursion preventionmechanisms,
and other unique facihty inventions (such as a bar code mechanismto recorddelay times)
so that the effects of these aids can be studied and the information can be disseminated to

all towers.

Provide support to towers to expedite the acquisition of needed equipment or other
resources.
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Encourage individual towers toperform their own "risk analysis" identifying significant
factors intheir own incidents (e.g., the intersections orother locations on the airport
surface where the incidents are likely tooccur, and the type ofaircraft operators involved
[helicopter, GA, military]), identify what can be done (markings, procedures, pilot
education, etc.) to prevent future occurrences, and provide the resources to assist towers
in these analyses and remedies. Develop a protocol for this analysis that will assist
facility specialists in identifying potentially troublesome operational situations attheir
facility, such as particular intersections or specific combinations ofpositions.

Investigate more conspicuous means ofindicating runway hold locations.
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APPENDIX A - DEFINITIONS

Definitions ofFactors Contributing toOperational Errors and Deviations asListed inthe
Operational Errors and Deviations System (OEDS) Data Base.

Aircraft Observation: Indicates whether thecontrol tower observed any contributing factors
related to aircraft.

Communication Error. Indicates whether anycontributing factors were related to a
communications error.

Complex Runway Configuration: Indicates that runway configuration was associated with
traffic complexity.

Complexity-Number ofAircraft: Indicates that the number of aircraft was associated with
traffic complexity.

Coordination: Indicates whether any contributingfactors were related to coordination.

Ground Operations: Indicates whether any contributing factors were related to ground
operation.

Inappropriate Use ofVisual Data: Description ofother inappropriate use of visual data
contributing factors. Examples: failed to observe/remember vehicle on runway; controller
misjudged separation

Inappropriate Use ofDisplayed Data: Indicates whether the contributing factors were related
to inappropriate use of displayed data.

Operational Error: An occurrence attributable toan element ofthe air traffic control system
that results in less than the applicable separation minimum between two ormore aircraft, or
between an aircraft and terrain or obstacles and obstructions as required by Handbook 7110.65
and supplemental instructions. Obstacles include vehicles, equipment, and personnel on
runways.

Runway Incursion. Any occurrence at an airport that involves an aircraft, vehicle, person, or
object on the ground that creates acollision hazard orresults in loss ofseparation with an aircraft
taking off, intending to take off, or intending to land.

Visual Data: Indicates whether anycontributing factors were related to improper useof visual
data.
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APPENDIX B - PROMISING TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE CONTROL OF
SUNLIGHT IN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWERS

Daniel J. Hannon, Ph.D.

Uncontrolled sunlight is one ofthe biggest obstacles to the use offull-color, commercial-off-the-
shelf (COTS) electronic displays in air traffic control (ATC) towers. Although full color
displays are readily available, they suffer from image washout when exposed to sunlight.
Currently, the FAA is developing new ATC systems that rely on the display of colored
symbology. These systems, however, also rely on the use of COTS displays for displaying
information to thecontrollers. Traditionally, high brightness monitors that have been
specifically designed for high brightness environments have been employed in the ATC tower.
Unfortunately, technical restrictions limit these displays to amonochromatic (i.e., single-color)
output. Antiglare coatings can provide some improvement to the performance of full-color
display screens, but this is often at the expense oftotal light output, making displays appear
darker. In order for the systems with color displays tobe fully utilized in the tower environment,
therefore, adequate control of ambient sunlight is required.

ATC towers have used strategic placement ofthe displays and mechanical, pull-down window
shades to mitigate the effects of sunlight on display washout. Display screens can be oriented to
minimize their exposure to direct sunlight. The possible location ofthe displays, however, is
limited by the need for the controllers tobe able toboth see the displays and see out ofthe
windows. The window shades are transparent, neutral density, filters (similar tosunglasses) that
block some ofthe light. Mechanical failures inthe retraction mechanisms and gaps in the
between the shade and the window, however, often reduce the effectiveness of theshades. At
times, controllers in the tower must resort to wearing sunglasses tocontrol the amount of
sunlight to which they are exposed. The wearing ofsunglasses, however, can make colors harder
to see and may make it impossible tosee some colored symbols. Furthermore, these effects will
beasvariable asthe types ofsunglasses worn. That is,while some sunglasses can make certain
colors harder to see, other sunglasses - with different optical characteristics - will have a
different effect oncolor perception. This means thatit is impossible topredict which colors ona
display will beeffected without knowing the optical properties of thesunglasses.

Improvements tothe mechanism for shading the windows that eliminates themechanical failures
of the shades andeliminates the gapsbetween the shades andthe frame of the window will
provide the greatest potential benefit for the future useof color displays in theATC tower.
Thereare twoways of approaching this problem. One is through the development and/or
application of an alternative window shading technology. Thesecond is through the useof
'smart windows' that incorporate a dynamic filter into the glass that adjusts the light
transmission through the glass in response to an electric input.

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)specification E-2470b/1250-5 determines the design of
the window shades currently used in ATC towers. This includes the material of the shade, the
retraction mechanism, the mounting brackets, the method of mounting, etc. According to a
representative from the Solar Screen Company, a supplier of ATC window shades, any change to
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thedesign andfunction of the shades would require a newspecification. However, somecontrol
towers have used supplemental strips of shade material andattached them to the edges of the
windows to eliminate theproblem ofthegaps. These strips are narrow, butpermanently
attached. The drawback to this approach is that when the shades are not in use there is a
permanent shade around the edgeof the window. Additionally, the presence of this window
edge shading is probably notdetectable at night, butwould most likely diminish, if not
completely obscure, visionaround theedge of the window. Controllers wouldnot be able to tell
if there was simply nothing outside orif the light from an object was justtoo dim todetect
through the shaded edge of the window.

An alternative technique to thepermanent application of strips of window shade material is the
use ofremovable window shade material that sticks directly to the window. This type of
window shading is most commonly seen inautomobiles. Aplastic sheet is stuck to the window
and peeled offwhen not needed. Strips ofthis material could possibly beconstructed for ATC
tower windows to shade the edges ofthe windows when needed and removed as the sunlight
changes throughout the day.

Acompletely different approach to the problem isthe use of 'smart windows'. Although there
are three different technologies that have been lumped under this term, the only one that has
potential for ATCapplication is called"electrochromic" windows. Electrochromic materials are
transparent chemicals thatchange their transmittance with anapplied electrical current. Thin
films ofelectrochromic materials can be applied toa sheet ofglass and banded by an electrode.
Afterapplying an electricpotential to the electrodes, the transmittance of the windowcan be
modulated in accordance withthe applied voltage.

The advantage of this technology over the use ofwindow shades is that it completely eliminates
both of the problems with window shades noted above. Electrochromic materials fit the entire
window sogaps in theshades are eliminated. Also, there are nomoving parts so the mechanism
problem is removed as well. Electrochromic windows aretransparent in theiroffstateso that
failure of the circuit would result in a perfecdyuseable window. These deviceshave been tested
under a variety ofenvironmental conditions and shown to berugged, with warranties expected
for a minimum of 10 yearsor more. A photocell that is connected to the electrical circuitcould
continually adjust the transmittance of thewindow throughout thedayfrom dark during the day
to clear at night.

Electrochromic windowsare still primarily in the development stage with only a smallnumberof
manufacturers around the world. In the United States, the US Departments of Energy,Defense
andCommerce are supportingprograms for the development of this technology. Presently, the
largest panels available are on the order of 3' x 2'. Most development efforts are currently
focusing on scaling this technology to larger sizes.

The present application of electrochromic windows to the ATC tower would require human
factors evaluation of certain aspects of the windows that are not yet known. First, the small size
of the panels relative to the current size of ATC windows would require that the panels be tiled
on the windows. Every panel would require a surrounding electrode creating additional opaque
areas in the windows resembling the frames around windowpanes. Second, although
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elecu-ochromic panels are designed tobe spectrally neutral, there isa tendency toblock more
long wave light with increasing voltage, giving the shades aslighUy bluish appearance. This is
most likely adesirable property, but could effect chromatic adaptation and the perception of
color on displays. Third, the response time ofelectrochromic materials isnot close to
instantaneous, but ison the order ofseconds oratworst minutes. While this should make them
responsive enough to adjust to fluctuations in daylight, an analysis would be required to
determine whether this responsiveness would besufficient for the tower.
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